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A B S T R A C T   

Landside operations in air cargo terminals consist of many freight forwarders (FFWs) delivering and picking up 
cargo at the capacity-constrained loading docks at the airport’s ground handlers’ (GHs) facilities. To improve the 
operations of the terminal and take advantage of their geographical proximity a small set of FFWs can build a 
coalition to consolidate stochastically-arriving shipments and share truck fleet capacity while other FFWs 
continue bringing cargo to the terminal in a non-cooperative manner. Results from a detailed discrete-event 
simulation model of the cargo landside operations in Amsterdam Aiport showed that all operational policies 
had trade-offs in terms of the average shipment cycle time of coalition FFWs, the average shipment cycle time of 
non-coalition FFWs, and the total distance traveled by the coalition fleet, suggesting that horizontal cooperation 
in this context was not always beneficial, contrary to what previous studies on horizontal cooperation have 
found. Since dock capacity constitutes a significant constraint on operations in air cargo hubs, this paper also 
investigates the effect of dock capacity utilization and horizontal cooperation on the performance of consoli-
dation policies implemented by the coalition. Thus, we built a general model of the air cargo terminal to analyze 
the effects caused by dock capacity utilization without the added complexity of landside operations at 
Amsterdam Airport to investigate whether the results hold for more general scenarios. Results from the general 
simulation model suggest that, in scenarios where dock and truck capacity become serious constraints, the 
average shipment cycle times of non-coalition FFWs are reduced at the expense of an increase in the cycle times 
of FFWs who constitute the coalition. A good balance among all the performance measures considered in this 
study is reached by following a policy that takes advantage of consolidating shipments based on individual visits 
to GH.   

1. Introduction 

Airports are among the most critical infrastructure for international 
commerce, as 35% of global trade, in terms of value, and around 90% of 
business-to-consumer e-commerce is transported by air (IATA, 2018). 
Airports are increasingly faced with higher service requirements from 
their customers as products need to make their way quickly through an 
airport’s facilities to reach their destination. This is particularly true for 
products such as pharmaceuticals (Brussels Airport, 2020; Schiphol 
Airport, 2020), which need to move quickly throughout the airport 
because of their perishability and criticality. The quick movement of 

cargo in the ground operations inside the airport will, in turn, increase 
the competitiveness of an airport against other airports handling cargo 
in the same catchment area (Boonekamp and Burghouwt, 2017; Tre-
theway and Andriulaitis, 2016). This can further result in economic 
development for the nations in which the airports operate (The World 
Bank, 2018; Wiengarten et al., 2014; Yuan et al., 2010). 

Airport ground operations for commercial cargo are divided into two 
types: airside and landside. Landside operations deal with the movement 
of cargo between logistics operators such as freight forwarders (FFWs) 
and the airport’s ground handlers (GHs). The airside operations consist 
of GHs receiving cargo from the landside, sorting the cargo and then 
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delivering it to the corresponding aircraft. Because of the many agents 
involved in the landside operations, the stochasticity of shipment ar-
rivals, and the heterogeneity and randomness of less-than-truckload 
volume (weight) of shipments, the task of coordinating the landside 
operations among airlines, GHs and FFWs has been notoriously difficult 
to study and manage in real-life operations (Feng et al., 2015). This is 
particularly true for Amsterdam Airport Schiphol (SPL) where the 
liberalized market for ground-handling operations (Burghouwt et al., 
2014) has resulted in five ground handlers managing cargo in the 
landside for the more than 100 FFWs (Air Cargo Netherlands, 2020) 
bringing cargo to Schiphol. 

Adding to the complexity of the problem is the fact that the loading 
docks at the GH facilities are capacity-constrained resources, as there is a 
limited number of docks and personnel to (un)load trucks. With the 
continuous increase in total cargo volumes in airport hubs in the last few 
years (IATA, 2019) (pre-COVID19), landside operations under dock 
capacity constraints have become a visible problem because increasing 
demand has resulted in more trucks (and queues) arriving at the airport, 
effectively putting more pressure on the logistics companies that are 
operating jointly with the airlines to improve performance. 

Currently, landside operations in airports are normally handled 
individually by each FFW, where they pick up and deliver cargo from/to 
the GH according to their own needs. Because of this, cooperation 
among a small coalition of FFWs working in the vicinity of the airport to 
coordinate shipment movements may offer a significant improvement in 
the performance of landside operations. Previous research on horizontal 
cooperation in freight transportation has shown that cooperation im-
proves the performance of individual partners of logistics networks 
(Defryn and Sörensen, 2018; Ergun et al., 2007) by reducing the total 
distance traveled by all the partners (Nadarajah and Bookbinder, 2013). 
In addition, research on shipment consolidation (Johansson et al., 2020; 
Satır et al., 2018; Ülkü, 2012; Zhang et al., 2019) has shown that 
well-designed freight consolidation policies can also improve the per-
formance of distribution networks by finding a balance between ship-
ping costs, inventory holding costs and customer service levels. 
Motivated by the efforts taken by SPL to improve their cargo landside 
operations, this study is focused on investigating whether horizontal 
cooperation efforts in combination with shipment consolidation policies 
have a positive effect on the performance of the air cargo terminal in 
Schiphol. 

We further take into account the fact that the workload at GH (un) 
loading docks comes from two sources: not only are there the trucks 
managed by the coalition of FFWs, but a significant proportion of the 
workload also comes from logistics service providers (LSP) that are not 
in the coalition, e.g., long-haulers. Thus, in this study, we consider that 
shipments arriving to (or departing from) the GH docks are either 
handled by the coalition in a consolidated fashion or handled by indi-
vidual LSP without any cooperation and consolidation. Thus, we assess 
the performance trade-offs among the service provided by the airport to 
coalition partners (average cycle times of coalition shipments), the 
service provided to non-coalition LSP (average cycle times of non- 
coalition shipments), and the effort made by the airport/coalition to 
improve their performance (traveled distance by the coalition fleet). 

We use discrete-event simulation to model the main particularities of 
SPL and characterize the cooperation mechanism with two attributes: 
the cooperation mode and the truck dispatching (shipment consolida-
tion) policy. Moreover, we model multiple capacity-constrained origin 
nodes, also serving as destination nodes, as queues serving truck loading 
and unloading operations and we consider capacitated vehicles trans-
porting shipments between multiple origins and destinations. This 
problem setting goes beyond consolidation studies that assume only one 
non-capacitated consolidating node (Bookbinder and Higginson, 2002; 
Çetinkaya, 2005; Ülkü, 2012; Zhang et al., 2019) and a single destina-
tion (see, e.g., Nguyen et al., 2014) and beyond the common assumption 
made in previous horizontal logistics cooperation studies that consider 
only the movements of the coalition partners in the network (see, e.g., 

Ankersmit et al., 2014; Defryn et al., 2019) without considering that 
non-coalition agents might also carry out operations in the network at 
the same time as the coalition partners. 

On top of carrying out an analysis of the results generated with the 
simulation model of the air cargo terminal in SPL, we built a simplified 
version of an air cargo terminal. This allowed us to assess whether the 
SPL results can be generalized. 

The paper is structured as follows. The related literature is reviewed 
in Section 2. The problem description and research goals are presented 
in Section 3, and in Section 4 we propose a set of operational policies to 
be used for this problem. Section 5 is concerned with the methodological 
approach and the simulation results are shown in Section 6. In Section 7 
we discuss the implications of our results, and in Section 8 we present 
managerial insights and the conclusions of the study. 

2. Related literature 

Two independent research streams are relevant to this study: 
consolidation/dispatching policies and horizontal cooperation in road 
freight transport. 

2.1. Consolidation and dispatching policies 

Shipment consolidation problems with stochastic demand have 
commonly been addressed by using a decision policy for a non- 
capacitated vehicle based on three shipment consolidation policies: 
quantity, time, and time-quantity (Çetinkaya, 2005). Most of the liter-
ature studying shipment-consolidation policies (Bookbinder and Hig-
ginson, 2002; Çetinkaya and Bookbinder, 2003; Mutlu et al., 2010) 
agree that in most instances the quantity-based policy is superior to the 
time-based policy in terms of cost minimization. However, some studies 
have suggested that a time-based policy could perform better in terms of 
average order delay (Çetinkaya et al., 2006). Because of this trade-off 
between costs and waiting time performance, hybrid policies (or 
time-quantity policies) have also been proposed to find a compromise 
between quantity-based and time-based policies (Çetinkaya et al., 
2014). Hybrid policies dispatch a consolidated set of shipments either 
when a quantity (weight) of orders has been reached or a certain period 
has elapsed. 

The majority of studies concerned with the shipment consolidation 
problem with stochastic demands have focused on the 1-1 problem, 
where only one type of commodity needs to be transported from one 
origin to one destination (Battarra et al., 2014), and most of them have 
not considered vehicle capacity constraints (Çetinkaya, 2005). More-
over, only the dispatch decision at the origin point has been considered, 
while the actual trips and their associated times between origin and 
destination points have not been modeled. An exception to this char-
acterization of the problem can be found in Cook and Lodree (2017). 
They study the problem of demand satisfaction in a humanitarian relief 
chain with one supply point and one demand point with random arrivals 
and vehicle capacity constraints (only one vehicle is considered). They 
report that whenever the average supply (at the origin node) is lower 
than demand (at the destination node), a continuous dispatching policy 
is optimal. In contrast, whenever the average supply is sufficiently 
greater than demand or vehicle capacity is small enough to be insuffi-
cient to transport all the supply, a full-truckload (FT) policy is optimal. 

Satir et al. (2018) studied the shipment consolidation problem with 
vehicle capacity constraints. They developed a policy of the 
linear-staircase threshold type to address the decision of when to 
dispatch a capacitated vehicle with two customer classes. They studied a 
real case network where several suppliers needed to deliver parts to two 
manufacturers via milk runs. Satir et al.’s results show that their pro-
posed quantity-based policy outperforms the time-based policy used by 
the company. 

Sağlam and Banerjee (2018) consider a slightly different problem by 
studying the combined issues of lot scheduling and consolidated 
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dispatch. They compare the performance of an FT policy jointly dis-
patching a truck to all the customers in a single milk-run, i.e. a truck is 
dispatched only when an FT worth of demand is accumulated for all the 
network, against a less-than-truckload (LTL) policy sending direct 
shipments between the manufacturer and the customers, depending on 
an optimal common time-based policy per customer. They found that 
the LTL policy tends to outperform the FT policy in terms of total costs 
when truck capacity is low, but when truck capacity is high the FT policy 
outperforms the LTL policy. Those findings were true for different 
holding, setup, and fixed shipping costs. 

Many other studies have taken a different tack and considered the 
problem of shipment consolidation by assuming that the orders are 
known before the epoch in which the consolidation decision is made 
(Bookbinder et al., 2015; Johansson et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019). 
However, this approach is not directly applicable to this problem, as 
shipments arriving at the air cargo hub are not known in advance due to 
a lack of demand visibility among the different stakeholders. 

In this paper, we go beyond the state of the art by considering 
multiple origin and destination nodes with (un)loading capacity con-
straints, in comparison to previous efforts, while also taking into account 
the impact of horizontal cooperation. 

2.2. Horizontal cooperation in road freight transport 

There is consensus in academia (Cruijssen et al., 2007b; Serrano--
Hernandez et al., 2017) and industry (Cruijssen et al., 2007a) regarding 
the effectiveness of horizontal cooperation to increase the performance 
of cooperating logistics providers in road freight transportation. Hori-
zontal cooperation in road freight transport is carried out by logistics 
providers working in and competing at the same level of the supply 
chain (Cruijssen et al., 2007b) and sharing resources such as trucks and 
warehouses. In scenarios with horizontal cooperation, logistics pro-
viders reduce the joint distance traveled (Nadarajah and Bookbinder, 
2013) by pooling their resources, resulting in a reduction of the total 
logistics costs (Defryn et al., 2019) and emissions (Montoya-Torres et al., 
2016) with a minimal impact on customer service (Chabot et al., 2018). 

While the majority of studies on horizontal cooperation have 
considered a static-deterministic setting (Serrano-Hernandez et al., 
2017), some studies considered a stochastic setting where shipments 
arrive randomly over time. For instance, Zhou et al. (2011) compare the 
profit-based performance of a strategic alliance against the performance 
of full collaboration between two competitors servicing the same 
long-haul route and sharing vehicle capacity. The main difference be-
tween a strategic alliance and full collaboration resides in how the 
quantity threshold is accounted for. In a strategic alliance, the thresholds 
are counted independently for each of the partners’ warehouses, 
whereas in a full collaboration scenario a truck is dispatched whenever 
the sum of the freight in both warehouses reaches the threshold. 

Zhou et al.’s results suggest that a strategic alliance results in a lower 
number of total dispatches than do the other two scenarios (full and no 
collaboration), whereas a full collaboration scenario creates more dis-
patches because the quantity threshold is reached more quickly than in 
the other scenarios. Similarly, a non-collaborative scenario reduces the 
number of dispatches triggered by the dispatch threshold due to the lack 
of demand pooling for this scenario. 

Additionally, Dahl and Derigs (2011) study the impact of compen-
sation schemes in a scenario where cooperating couriers exchange 
shipments. They provide new insights into collaboration studies by 
comparing four settings: non-collaborative, collaborative with an 
empirical compensation scheme, collaborative with an improved 
compensation scheme, and centralized. In the two collaborative sce-
narios, each partner evaluates whether to pick up and deliver an order 
from another partner with its own fleet. A non-collaborative scenario 
means no orders are exchanged among the partners. For the centralized 
setting, there is a full collaboration among the partners and the planning 
is done as if all orders belong to only one firm. Their results suggest that 

the improved compensation scheme increases performance almost as 
much as a centralized operation does, which is the setting with the 
lowest operating costs. Furthermore, in a non-collaborative scenario, 
they found that the reduction in the total cost is over 4% when using the 
empirical compensation scheme, versus a reduction of 14% in a fully 
centralized scenario. 

Serrano-Hernandez et al. (2018) use agent-based simulation to study 
the impact of three levels of collaboration on costs and emissions in a 
capacitated vehicle routing problem setting where all of the firms in the 
coalition have their own depot and service both loyal and non-loyal 
customers. For their base scenario, they found that the lowest costs 
and emissions are achieved with the highest level of collaboration (the 
whole coalition working as one firm) and two collaborating partners. 
Moreover, their base scenario results suggest that, for the second and 
third levels of collaboration, increasing the number of partners in the 
coalition increases the total costs and emissions. 

While some studies have investigated the problem of airport terminal 
operations in terms of personnel scheduling (Yan et al., 2008), capacity 
planning (Suryani et al., 2012), and truck scheduling (Selinka et al., 
2016), to the best of our knowledge, only Ankersmit et al. (2014) studied 
the potential for collaboration in airport landside operations. They 
considered three levels of collaboration in a model where three FFWs 
collaborated to deliver consolidated shipments to a single GH via a 
milk-run. They found that a low level of collaboration results in the 
lowest number of transport movements and the highest cost, while the 
highest level of collaboration had the highest number of transport 
movements and the lowest cost. While all levels of collaboration resulted 
in a reduction of movements when compared with a non-collaborative 
scenario, this one performed better than all others in terms of ship-
ment cycle time. 

In the current study, we approach the topic of cooperation in airport 
landside operations differently than Ankersmit et al. (2014) and related 
previous work. First, instead of considering a 1-N network, which has 
been a common assumption in consolidation studies with only one 
origin depot (Johansson et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019), we consider an 
M-N network – M number of FFWs and N number of GHs – where all 
nodes have (un)loading capacity constraints and are origin and desti-
nation points. Second, and more importantly, we consider the whole 
landside operations demand arriving at the GH docks, and not only the 
demand of the cooperating partners. This yields a more realistic repre-
sentation of the full workload of the capacitated nodes and allows us to 
assess the performance from the point of view of the air cargo hub 
operator, and not only from the point of view of one single GH (see, e.g., 
Schmidberger et al., 2009) or FFW (see, e.g., Archetti and Peirano, 
2020). Finally, rather than considering only cooperative schemes, like 
Ankersmit et al. (2014) and Serrano-Hernandez et al. (2018) did, or 
considering the dispatch and consolidation policies as a single policy, 
like Sağlam and Banerjee (2018) did, we explicitly characterize the 
cooperation mechanism with two different policies: cooperation mode 
and truck dispatching (shipment consolidation) policy. 

3. Problem description 

The air freight transport market is highly compartmentalized (Mer-
kert et al., 2017), as many agents are involved in the transport of cargo 
around the world. SPL is a clear example of this context, as more than 
100 FFWs are associated with its landside operations (Air Cargo 
Netherlands, 2020) and five GHs have concurrent operations within the 
facilities. Some of the FFWs have warehouses in the airport’s vicinity 
because they move big volumes of cargo through the airport and need to 
quickly consolidate shipments. Due to their proximity, these companies 
have the greatest opportunity to form a coalition to consolidate ship-
ments within the airport. Despite this potential for collaboration, FFWs 
are currently operating individually, causing some knock-on effects. 

Since previous studies have shown that horizontal cooperation has a 
great potential for improving the performance of logistics networks, this 
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study focuses on understanding the impact of cooperation and consoli-
dation on the performance of the landside air cargo terminal of SPL. 
However, due to the difficulty and unfeasibility of considering all FFWs 
working within the airport as cooperating partners (coalition), we 
selected the five most important FFWs for SPL in terms of the combined 
volume of exports and imports in this study. These FFWs are located in 
the commercial area surrounding the airport, making them the perfect 
candidates for the proposed coalition as they represent over 16% of the 
flow that is moved through the air cargo terminal (in terms of the total 
number of air waybills (AWBs)). 

We assume that a small set of geographically proximal FFWs build a 
coalition to consolidate shipments and share truck fleet capacity. From 
now on, we will refer to the logistics service providers (LSPs) that form a 
coalition within the airport as internal FFW. A larger proportion of LSPs, 
however, move smaller volumes, resulting in many fewer opportunities 
to consolidate shipments. These LSPs constitute a large proportion of the 
total flow arriving at the airport, meaning that their truck arrivals create 
a significant workload at the GH docks. We refer to the firms that do not 
take part in the coalition as external FFW. Because of this reality, it is 
critical to consider the flow of both internal and external FFW in the 
representation of the system. 

Fig. 1 shows a graphical representation of this system, where there 
are five internal FFWs and five GHs. All FFWi (i = {1, 2, …5}) can deliver 
shipments to all GHj (j = {1, 2, …5}) as an export shipment (or 
outbound), while all FFWi can also pick up shipments from all GHj as an 
import shipment (or inbound) and carry them back to their warehouse. 
We refer to this flow as internal flow. The flow arriving from all external 
FFWs (not part of the FFW coalition) to each GHj (and vice-versa) is 
referred to as external flow. 

In terms of internal flow, we assume that all FFWs and GHs agree to 
share information about the shipments that are ready to be moved 
internally. Thus, internal FFWs will add their shipments to a queue 
whenever they are ready to be collected (see Qiu et al. (2015) for an 
explanation of the requirements for such a system to work). This means 

that the coalition will operate in a centralized manner through a control 
center and a fixed shared vehicle capacity. External shipments are not 
integrated into this coalition. Thus, in a fully cooperative setting (see 
Section 4 for a description of cooperative policies) the control center 
receives information regarding the shipments that are ready to be picked 
up (exports or imports), their weights and their delivery dates. 
Depending on the dispatching thresholds associated with the consoli-
dation policy, on the cooperation mode, the current amount of accu-
mulated weight ready to be picked up, and truck availability, the control 
center will dispatch a truck to pick up and deliver the consolidated 
shipments. 

3.1. Modeling assumptions 

As arriving demand is not known in advance, internal flow arrivals 
are modeled as individual stochastic shipments with random weights 
that need to be consolidated for pick up and delivery by a truck. Ship-
ments that are not included in this shared service are treated as external 
flow. External flow arrivals are modeled as stochastic arrivals of trucks 
with random weight contents, and not as single shipments. 

Truck loading and unloading tasks require a finite amount of time 
and a capacity-constrained dock. The number of trucks moving the in-
ternal flow shipments is constant and the trucks have constant capacity 
constraints, whereas the number of trucks moving the external flow 
fluctuates with the number of external arrivals, as one truck represents 
one external arrival. The travel time between the nodes depends on the 
distance and the constant velocity of the trucks. Except for the conges-
tion created by the queues of trucks waiting to be (un)loaded at the finite 
number of GH docks, no congestion is modeled in the network of roads. 
Finally, export and import flows and trips are modeled separately to 
simplify the operation. This means that consolidation and dispatching 
policies will apply separately to exports and imports, although trucks are 
shared between export and import trips. 

As SPL was concerned with delivering a good service 

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of airport landside operations.  
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(operationalized as quick average flow times) to the FFWs that bring 
shipments to the airport, while simultaneously containing or reducing 
the effort (as measured by the fleet’s total distance traveled) to provide 
that service, the objective of this study is to reduce average cycle times 
of both internal and external shipments while also reducing the total 
distance traveled by the shared trucks. It is worth noting that the scope 
of this problem is over the long run, so here we consider the performance 
of this system over its steady-state instead of over a specific number of 
decision periods, i.e. over a single day (see, e.g., van Heeswijk et al., 
2019). 

3.2. Research goals 

We set two research goals. Firstly, we study the performance of 
cooperation and operational policies on the landside operations of SPL, 
as previous studies suggest that cooperation is always beneficial for 
cooperating agents and well-designed dispatching policies can improve 
the performance gains of cooperation. To investigate whether the results 
will hold for air cargo terminals with different settings (e.g., different 
arrival flows, network configurations, capacity loads), we also study the 
performance of operational policies under different scenarios. We carry 
out this analysis by building a general problem setting of the landside 
operations of an air cargo terminal—based on our experience with 
SPL—to reduce the many complexities found in the real case and be able 
to carry out a straightforward analysis. 

Secondly, we analyze the trade-offs in the performance of the air 
cargo terminal caused by the studied operational policies considering 
that the terminal has three contrasting objectives:  

• Reduce the average cycle time of internal shipments (improving the 
service to internal FFWs)  

• Reduce the average cycle time of external shipments (improving the 
service to external FFWs)  

• Reduce the distance traveled by the truck fleet (reducing the airport/ 
coalition’s efforts to improve their performance). 

4. Operational policies 

We follow the approach adopted by Ponce et al. (2020), who develop 
operational policies describing the actions to be taken to solve a dy-
namic problem, as opposed to optimizing a static input. Since shipments 
arrive dynamically, it is critical to consider a dynamic approach instead 
of a static approach (Barenji et al., 2019). We consider the truck dis-
patching policy (e.g., full-truckload vs. less-than-truckload) to be inde-
pendent of the policy describing which nodes are included in the 
consolidation efforts (e.g., one-to-one direct shipments vs. milk-run for 
all nodes). We refer to the policy describing the nodes included in the 
consolidation of a single trip as a cooperation mode. Truck dispatching 
policies and cooperation modes are only applied to internal flow 
shipments. 

4.1. Truck dispatching policies 

The first two policies that we consider were studied by Cook and 
Lodree (2017): the full-truckload (FT) policy and the continuous 
dispatch (CD) policy. Under an FT policy, a truck is dispatched only 
when the maximum load of the truck (WV) is higher than the current 
consolidated weight (W) at all the nodes included. This policy is aimed 
at minimizing the total distance traveled by the fleet. In contrast, 
following a CD policy means that a truck is dispatched every time there 
is at least one shipment waiting to be picked up, as long as a truck is 
available; otherwise, shipments will accumulate until a truck becomes 
available, at which point the truck will pick up all shipments that have 
accumulated in the (set of) node(s). The purpose of the CD is to attain 
good performance in terms of average internal cycle time by frequently 
dispatching a truck. 

Similar to previous studies (Satır et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2011), we 
also consider a dispatching policy based on expedited shipments: the 
due-date-based policy (DD). With this policy, a truck is dispatched 
whenever there is at least one expedited shipment (R being the number 
of expedited shipments) waiting to be picked up, so the truck picks up all 
the shipments already accumulated up until the arrival of an expedited 
shipment. 

The fourth dispatching policy we consider is the economic shipment 
weight (ESW) policy proposed by Higginson and Bookbinder (1994). 
With this policy, we try to find a balance between the number of dis-
patches (and distance traveled) and the number of shipments waiting to 
be picked up. ESW is a quantity-based policy that sets a threshold weight 
that needs to be reached to dispatch a truck. The formula for the ESW is 
the following: 

ESW =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
2λSE[W]

h

√

(1)  

where λ is the shipment arrival rate, S is the sum of all fixed shipping 
costs, E[W] is the expected weight per shipment, and h is the variable 
inventory holding cost per unit weight per period. See Fig. 2 for an 
illustrated representation of the truck dispatching policies. 

4.2. Cooperation modes 

Sağlam and Banerjee (2018) described two cooperation modes: 
one-to-one and one-to-N. The one-to-one cooperation mode (1-1) con-
siders the demand going from only one origin to one destination to 
assess whether a truck should be dispatched (see Fig. 3 (a)). In a 
one-to-N mode, or what we call an FFW-based cooperation mode, the 
shipments that are considered for consolidation are the ones that need to 
be moved to and from a single FFW node (see Fig. 3 (b)). For exports, a 
truck is dispatched based on the number of shipments already accu-
mulated in the warehouse of a single FFW. But for imports, a truck is 
dispatched to collect the shipments from multiple GHs that need to be 
brought to a single FFW. In a cooperative scheme, the FFW-based 
cooperation mode is equivalent to the strategic alliance scheme in 
Zhou et al. (2011). 

A full network or multiple node (M-N) policy considers the demand 
from all origin nodes waiting to be delivered to all destination nodes (see 
Fig. 3 (c)). The M-N cooperation mode is equivalent to the full collab-
oration scenario in Zhou et al.’s (2011) study. An M-N policy has many 
opportunities to consolidate shipments in one trip because various nodes 
are considered. 

Finally, to reduce the number of visits to the GH docks, as these docks 
handle both external and internal flow, we propose the GH-based 
cooperation mode. This mode consolidates export shipments from 
multiple FFWs that need to be delivered to one GH or consolidates 
import shipments from one GH and delivers them to the corresponding 
FFWs (see Fig. 3 (d)). Hypothetically, by aggregating shipments as a 
function of GH visits, the GH-based mode should increase efficiency in 
terms of GH dock use by reducing waiting times and queues at the GH 
docks. 

In all four cooperation modes, a truck is dispatched to pick up the 
shipments after reaching the threshold defined by the truck dispatching 
policy, which takes into account the shipments based on the cooperation 
mode. The truck only visits the nodes where demand needs to be picked 
up and delivered. The reader is referred to Section A.3 in Appendix A for 
an in-depth explanation of all truck dispatching policies and cooperation 
modes. 

The 1-1 and FFW-based cooperation modes can also be implemented 
in non-cooperative schemes where truck capacity is not shared and each 
FFW has its own fleet of trucks. M-N and GH-based modes need a coa-
lition in place to operate since the information from multiple FFW 
partners and GHs needs to be shared with a control center. To simplify 
the notation, we refer to the 1-1 and FFW-based modes as NS|1-1 and 
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NS|FFW, respectively, when they are implemented in a non-cooperative 
setting, i.e. trucks are not shared among FFWs. 

Cooperation modes can thus be ordered from least cooperative to 
most cooperative in terms of how much information needs to be shared 
between the system’s actors and how many nodes are included in a 
single trip, i.e. {NS|1-1, NS|FFW, 1-1, FFW-based, GH-based, M-N} (the 
reader is referred to Table A9 in Appendix A for more details related to 
informational and capability requirements of cooperation modes). 

5. Methodological approach 

This study follows the approach taken in previous studies on hori-
zontal cooperation (Ankersmit et al., 2014; Dahl and Derigs, 2011; 
Serrano-Hernandez et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2011) and airport modeling 
(Mujica-Mota, 2015) using simulation to model the problem at hand. We 
selected discrete-event simulation to identify the emergent dynamics 
that arise in the system and to overcome the complexity of modeling the 
problem in an exact fashion, i.e. the combined modeling of capacitated 
docks, capacitated trucks in a finite fleet, dynamic arrivals, random 
origins, destinations and shipment weights, and combined use of trucks 
and docks for (un)loading tasks. 

5.1. Simulation model of Amsterdam Airport 

The simulation model was built using Simio software version 10.181 
64-bit (Kelton et al., 2014) and considering the physical layout of the 
landside road network within SPL by superimposing the network of 
roads over a GIS (Antenucci et al., 1991) in the simulation model (refer 
to Section A.5 in Appendix A for a more detailed explanation of this 
network). 

Based on the case study at SPL (conducting interviews and collecting 
empirical data), we modeled arrivals as time-varying Poisson arrivals 
maintaining the average arrival of a full week constant throughout the 
simulation. The arrival patterns were similar to the ones used by Selinka 
et al. (2016) on a similar problem. Furthermore, the proportion of 

arrivals for exports and imports differed depending on whether the ar-
rivals were internal or external. AWB data showed that the arrival rate of 
internal imports was higher than for internal exports (see Table A6 in 
Appendix A), whereas the arrival rate of external exports was slightly 
higher than for external imports. Based on real data, we identified that 
the average weight per internal arrival and the flows between GHs and 
FFWs were asymmetric between exports and imports (see Table A6, A7 
and A8 Appendix A). 

Five FFW nodes and five GH nodes were defined in the model. Since 
each GH working at SPL faces different import and export flows, they 
also have a different number of (un)loading docks available for their 
operations. The simulation model accounts for these differences by 
modeling a specific number of docks for each GH, either for imports or 
exports (see Table A5 in Appendix A). Internal FFWs docks were 
assumed to have one dock for loading operations and one dock for 
unloading. Loading and unloading docks were modeled as capacitated 
finite servers (parallel server queues) with finite service times. Thus, if a 
truck arrived at a dock that was in use, the truck waited in a queue and 
was serviced following a first come first served rule. 

Export and import arrival flows are independent but they share the 
same fleet, that is, after a truck has completed a trip, it can start a new 
trip for either exports or imports. Six shared trucks were modeled to be 
used by the coalition, based on the current fleet operated by the selected 
FFWs. We considered a standard European 13.6m-long semi-trailer as 
the default truck in the model. Truck speed was set at a constant 35 km/ 
h. Usable weight capacity was set to 10 metric tons, based on a report 
from the European Automobile Manufacturers Association (Larsson, 
2009) and interviews within SPL. 

As described by Ankersmit et al. (2014), we considered that (un) 
loading operations for external arrivals depended not only on the weight 
to be (un)loaded but also on the type of cargo to be (un)loaded: Unit 
Load Device, pallets, or a combination of both. All internal arrivals were 
considered as combined cargo (see Section A.5 in Appendix A for more 
details on the parameters considered in the model). Shipment weight 
was modeled as a triangular distribution using the parameters min = 0, 

Fig. 2. Illustrated representation of dispatching thresholds for each truck dispatching policy. CD: continuous dispatch policy, ESW: economic shipment weight 
policy, DD: due-dated-based policy, FT: full truck policy. 

Fig. 3. Illustrated example of the four cooperation modes considered.  
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mode = 5, and max = 10 metric tons for external FFW arrivals, based on 
interviews with experts in the trucking sector, and as a triangular dis-
tribution using min = 0, mode = 0.5, and max = 1 tons for internal 
arrivals, based on AWB data. Loading and unloading times were 
modeled as a linear function of the weight to be (un)loaded (see Section 
A.4 in Appendix A). The maximum (un)loading time was set at 60 min 
for a full truck, in line with the observations from Burdzik et al. (2014). 
The interested reader can find two videos of the SPL model in the sup-
plementary material of this paper as well as the documentation of the 
simulation model. 

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at 
doi:10.1016/j.jairtraman.2022.102253. 

For the parameters associated with the ESW policy, we defined a 
21:1 relationship between S (shipping costs) and h (holding costs), based 
on estimations from the experts interviewed for the case study. As for the 
DD policy, 3.1% of the shipments were flagged as expedited shipments, 
based on the fitted probability distribution of real cycle times and on 
what constituted an expedited shipment (a due date of less than 4 h) (see 
Appendix A, Sections A.1-A.4 for a more in-depth explanation of the 
simulation model). 

Fig. 4 shows a screenshot of the simulated operations of a GH imports 
dock in the model using a GH-based cooperation mode. To evaluate the 
correct implementation of the policies and the capacitated docks, we 
created representations of the accumulated weights in each node (in the 
case of Fig. 4, the shipments waiting to be consolidated for the O-D pair 

(GH1, 
∑5

i=1
FFWi)), the shipments waiting to be picked up by a truck but 

already consolidated, as well as the consolidated internal shipments 
already assigned to a shared truck and the external shipments waiting to 
be loaded to a truck created specifically to load the external shipment 
and be destroyed after leaving the airport premises. We also simulated 
the movement of trucks along with their parking assignments for waiting 
and (un)loading tasks, as shown in Fig. 4, where the gray truck repre-
sents a shared truck that is being loaded while the black truck represents 
an “import” truck that is waiting to be loaded. 

5.2. Experimental design 

This study uses a full factorial experimental design to investigate all 
factor interactions between cooperation modes and dispatching policies. 
A summary of the experimental factors and their levels is shown in 
Table 1. We considered the cooperation modes and truck dispatching 
policies for exports and imports as independent factors. Another factor 
in the study was cooperation (COOP). Experiments where FFWs shared 
truck capacity were considered cooperative experiments. All four 
cooperation modes were implemented under a cooperative scheme. 
Alternatively, experiments where no cooperation was implemented such 
that each FFW independently handled its own shipments were consid-
ered non-cooperative experiments or “non-sharing” (NS) experiments. 
NS experiments include experiments using only the 1-1 or FFW-based 
modes, as these modes are the only ones that can be implemented 
without cooperation and information sharing. 

In the experimental design, non-cooperative modes (NS|1-1 and NS| 
FFW) for exports were paired only with non-cooperative modes for 
imports because export trips use the same truck as import trips. For this 
reason, the factorial design is not balanced, as not all levels of all factors 
are combined. Thus, each experiment had a set of four policies, which 
we labeled in the following manner: “[TDP exports] [CMD exports], 

Fig. 4. Screenshot of air cargo hub simulation model in Simio.  

Table 1 
Experimental factors and their values.  

Factor Values (factor levels) 

Truck dispatching policy 
exports (TDP Exp) 

FT (Full Truck), CD (Continuous Dispatch), ESW 
(Economic Shipment Weight), DD (Due-date 
based) 

Truck dispatching policy 
imports (TDP Imp) 

FT, CD, ESW, DD 

Cooperation mode exports 
(CMD Exp) 

1-1(one origin, one destination), M-N (M origins, N 
desitnations), FFW-based (consolidation based on 
FFW visits), GH-based (consolidation based on GH 
visits) 

Cooperation mode imports 
(CMD Imp) 

1-1, M-N, FFW-based, GH-based 

Cooperation and sharing of 
fleet capacity (COOP) 

S (Sharing fleet capacity/cooperation), NS (No 
sharing/no cooperation)  
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[TDP imports] [CMD imports]”. For instance, an experiment with a 
combination of policies “FT 1-1, CD M-N′′ had FT as a truck dispatching 
policy applied for exports, a 1-1 cooperation mode applied for exports, 
CD for imports, and M-N for imports. The full factorial design resulted in 
a total of 320 experimental points. 

We assessed the performance in terms of the average cycle time (or 
flow time) as the time elapsed between the moment a shipment arrives 
and the moment it is unloaded from the truck at the delivery point. We 
distinguish between the cycle time of internal (CT_INT) and external 
(CT_EXT) shipments because we want to investigate whether some 
policies diminish coalition partner service while improving non- 
coalition FFWs service. The total distance traveled by the fleet of 
trucks was also measured as one of the main responses of the study. Total 
distance traveled is directly associated with the costs and emissions from 
operating a private vehicle fleet (Çetinkaya, 2005), and it has been the 
main objective function of many transportation problems (Berbeglia 
et al., 2010). 

Finally, the average queue length and average waiting time at each 
dock were tracked to measure the congestion at the GH facilities. Table 2 
summarizes the responses considered in this study. 

To consider the system’s steady-state, each simulation run had a 
warm-up period of 10 days and was run for an additional 30 days to 
collect results. For each experimental point, we ran 10 replications. 
Results were then analyzed via a Multivariate Analysis of Variance 
(MANOVA)(Smith et al., 1962) to discover the statistical impact that all 
factors had on all the main responses while taking into account the 
correlations among responses (O’Brien and Kaiser, 1985). We then 
conducted an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for each of the study’s five 
main responses to zoom in on the effects that all factors had on the re-
sults of experiments with the same system configuration. Following the 
recommendations from previous studies (Albers and Lakens, 2018; Yigit 
and Mendes, 2018), we used the omega squared estimator to assess the 
relative influence (effect size) of each factor on the responses. The values 
of omega squared were calculated using the effectsize package for R 
(Ben-Shachar et al., 2020). Results for experiments with the same system 
configuration were also analyzed to estimate statistically significant 
differences among the experiments’ responses through a Tukey’s HSD 
test, using the agricolae package for R (de Mendiburu, 2020). All sta-
tistical tests were performed using R. 

5.3. General simulation model and extended experimental design 

As mentioned in Section 3.2, we also wanted to study whether the 
effects of cooperation and dispatching policies on the landside opera-
tions of SPL can be extrapolated to other air cargo terminals or systems 
with similar characteristics such as industrial parks (Barenji et al., 
2019), cross-border logistics operations (Ren et al., 2020), and urban 
consolidation centers (Björklund and Johansson, 2018). 

As demand patterns change over time due to the transition towards e- 
commerce (Jílková and Králová, 2021), air cargo terminals could be 
faced with increased arrival rates and, consequently, increased dock 
capacity utilization, which could, in turn, affect the performance of the 
operational policies implemented. Since this interaction between oper-
ational policies and capacity utilization has been previously shown to 
affect performance (Romero-Silva et al., 2018), we set up the general 
simulation model to be able to account for different values of dock ca-
pacity utilization. 

Moreover, previous research has shown that consolidation and dis-
patching policies are highly dependent on demand arrival rates (Nguyen 
et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2011). Therefore, we considered two comple-
mentary factors to model different arrival rates. The first of these factors 
is the percentage of arrivals constituting the internal flow (PFF), out of 
the total shipments arriving in the system for either exports or imports. A 
level of 25%, for instance, means that 25% of the total weight arriving in 
the system passes through the internal FFW docks, for either exports or 
imports. We chose weight percentage rather than the number of arrivals 
to model this factor because the (un)loading times (which directly in-
fluence dock capacity utilization) are also dependent on the amount of 
weight to be (un)loaded. We use 25% and 50% PFF to account for a 
moderate percentage of shipments of internal flow (25%) and an equal 
proportion of shipments of internal and external flow (50%). The second 
factor to model different levels of demand arrival rates is dock capacity 
utilization. We selected two levels for this factor to represent moderate 
dock utilization (75%) and a critical level of dock utilization (90%) as 
these two values have previously been shown to be inflection points in 
the performance of certain operating policies (Romero-Silva et al., 
2018). The arrival rate of exports, whether internal or external, is always 
equal to the arrival rate of imports in this general experimental setting. 

The size of the network was also included as a factor since it had been 
previously suggested (Qiu and Huang, 2013) that it affects the perfor-
mance of cooperation. Additionally, the number of collaborating part-
ners in the coalition could also be influential in the performance of the 
operational policies (Serrano-Hernandez et al., 2018). Therefore, two 
network configurations were considered, namely, a 3 by 2 (3 FFW and 2 
GH: M = 3, N = 2) configuration and a 5 by 5 configuration, in order to 
consider an unbalanced and a balanced configuration, along with a 
small and medium-sized network. 

To isolate the effects of the three additional factors considered in the 
extended experimental design (shown in Table 3) we defined a simpli-
fied network setting with M FFW nodes and N GH nodes functioning 
with only one loading dock and one unloading dock. Moreover, to 
simplify the origin-destination road network, distances between all 
nodes were equal to 2 km, in line with the distances at SPL. 

The proportion of external FFW arrivals was modeled equally among 
all GHs in the general model to reduce the influence of asymmetrical 
flows present in SPL. All arrival rates were modeled as Poisson arrivals. 
Finally, in the general model, we considered that all external arrivals 
were made of combined cargo. Details about the parameters of the 
general model can be found in Tables A1 and A2 in Appendix A. All other 
parameters of the model not included in Tables A1 and A2 or in this 
section were the same as in the model of SPL described before. 

Table 4 presents the values used in the experimental setting 
considered for the general model. In addition to the main factors of the 
study (Table 1), we describe in Table 4 the total arrival rate per hour for 

Table 2 
Responses of the experimental design.  

Main 
response 

Description Secondary 
response 

Description 

CT_INT 
Exp 

Average cycle time of 
internal FFW export 
arrivals 

LqEj Average queue length (in 
trucks) in the export 
docks for GHj 

CT_EXT 
Exp 

Average cycle time of 
external FFW export 
arrivals 

LqIj Average queue length (in 
trucks) in the import 
docks for GHj 

CT_INT 
Imp 

Average cycle time of 
internal FFW import 
arrivals 

WqEj Average truck waiting 
time in the export docks 
for GHj 

CT_EXT 
Imp 

Average cycle time of 
external FFW import 
arrivals 

WqIj Average truck waiting 
time in the import docks 
for GHj 

KMS Total distance traveled 
by the fleet of trucks    

Table 3 
Extended experimental factors and their values.  

Factor Values (factor levels) 

Network configuration (size) M = 3, N = 2 and M = 5, 
N = 5 

Percentage of internal flow, out of the total flow arriving 
at GH docks (PFF) 

25%, 50% 

GH dock capacity utilization (ρ) 75%, 90%  
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the system, measured in number of truck arrivals; the internal flow 
arrival rate in number of shipments per hour for each scenario; and the 
number of trucks modeled in the system. The number of trucks in each 
scenario was aligned with the number of shipments per hour that need to 
be transported to have equivalent transport capacities across all sce-
narios. The number of trucks was rounded up to the nearest multiple of 
the number of FFWs participating in the coalition, i.e. 3 or 5. 

We also include in Table 4 the corresponding ESW (in kilograms) that 
was used in each configuration. The ESW values show that, for some 
experiments, the ESW was higher than the truck capacity, which might 
happen in real settings, as Çetinkaya suggests (2005). 

Considering all the combinations of factor levels, including the 
experimental factor levels shown in Tables 2 and 4, the total number of 
experimental points for the general model was 2560 (the resulting 
design of experiments can be found in the supplementary material). 
Results regarding SPL and its general version are shown in the next 
section. 

6. Results 

6.1. Amsterdam Airport model results 

To conduct the statistical analyses, we divided the results into two 
groups. One group included experiments with cooperation and sharing 
of fleet capacity and was used to assess the effect of different cooperation 
modes (1-1, FFW-based, GH-based, and M-N) and truck dispatching 
policies on the performance of SPL. The other group of experiments was 
used to exclusively assess the effect of cooperation—sharing truck 
capacity—on this problem setting and included experiments with 
directly comparable cooperation modes but with different cooperation 
values (1-1 and FFW-based vs. NS|1-1 and NS|FFW) while excluding not 
directly comparable modes (GH-based and M-N). 

Table 5 shows the ANOVA and omega squared (Ω2) results for the 
first group of experiments of the SPL model only considering cooperative 
policies. Omega squared values suggest that CMD Exp (cooperation 

Table 4 
Parameters for the experimental system configurations of the general model.  

Scenario A B C D E F G H 

N 2 2 2 2 5 5 5 5 
M 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 5 
ρ 0.75 0.75 0.9 0.9 0.75 0.75 0.9 0.9 
PFF 0.25 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.25 0.5 
Total arrival rate per hour (trucks) 3 3 3.6 3.6 7.5 7.5 9 9 
λFF (either λFF-E or λFF-I) per hour (shipments) 7.5 15 9 18 18.75 37.5 22.5 45 
Number of trucks in the system moving internal shipments 9 15 9 18 20 40 25 45 
ESW with M-N (kg) 12550 17748 13748 19442 19843 28062 21737 30741 
ESW with 1-1 (kg) 5123 7246 5612 7937 3969 5612 4347 6148 
ESW with GH-based (kg) 8874 12550 9721 13748 8874 12550 9721 13748 
ESW with FFW-based (kg) 7246 10247 7937 11225 8874 12550 9721 13748  

Table 5 
ANOVA and omega squared (Ω2) results for cooperative CMDs and TDPs per response for the SPL model.  

Factor Df CT_INT Exp CT_EXT Exp CT_INT Imp CT_EXT Imp KMS 

Mean Sq Pr(>F) Ω2 Mean 
Sq 

Pr(>F) Ω2 Mean 
Sq 

Pr(>F) Ω2 Mean 
Sq 

Pr(>F) Ω2 Mean Sq Pr(>F) Ω2 

CMD Exp 3 47548.33 0.0000 0.5 0.0003 0.9512 0 0.69 0.0000 0 0.0006 0.1283 0 6.70E+08 0.0000 0 
CMD Imp 3 17.00 0.0000 0 0.0031 0.2882 0 1076.65 0.0000 0.56 0.0247 0.0000 0.08 3.03E+10 0.0000 0.05 
TDP Exp 3 24954.00 0.0000 0.26 0.0008 0.7940 0 0.04 0.0056 0 0.0003 0.3938 0 9.78E+10 0.0000 0.17 
TDP Imp 3 8.33 0.0000 0 0.0052 0.0953 0 475.30 0.0000 0.25 0.0005 0.2407 0 4.19E+11 0.0000 0.73 
CMD Exp: 

CMD Imp 
9 0.56 0.1634 0 0.0022 0.5215 0 0.01 0.2877 0 0.0004 0.2335 0 8.82E+05 0.1714 0 

CMD Exp: 
TDP Exp 

9 7682.56 0.0000 0.24 0.0039 0.1102 0 0.05 0.0000 0 0.0001 0.9130 0 1.11E+08 0.0000 0 

CMD Imp: 
TDP Exp 

9 13.78 0.0000 0 0.0015 0.7886 0 0.21 0.0000 0 0.0005 0.1416 0 4.39E+08 0.0000 0 

CMD Exp: 
TDP Imp 

9 1.11 0.0018 0 0.0046 0.0524 0 0.10 0.0000 0 0.0006 0.0699 0 2.19E+08 0.0000 0 

CMD Imp: 
TDP Imp 

9 0.56 0.1539 0 0.0036 0.1529 0 122.76 0.0000 0.19 0.0002 0.7197 0 2.82E+09 0.0000 0.01 

TDP Exp: 
TDP Imp 

9 10.67 0.0000 0 0.0039 0.1148 0 0.24 0.0000 0 0.0001 0.9665 0 3.81E+09 0.0000 0.02 

CMD Exp: 
CMD Imp: 
TDP Exp 

27 1.41 0.0000 0 0.0014 0.9648 0 0.01 0.4633 0 0.0002 0.9573 0 8.89E+05 0.0675 0 

CMD Exp: 
CMD Imp: 
TDP Imp 

27 0.52 0.1355 0 0.0022 0.6147 0 0.03 0.0000 0 0.0002 0.8104 0 5.99E+05 0.5124 0 

CMD Exp: 
TDP Exp: 
TDP Imp 

27 2.30 0.0000 0 0.0023 0.5659 0 0.02 0.0576 0 0.0003 0.7671 0 4.54E+06 0.0000 0 

CMD Imp: 
TDP Exp: 
TDP Imp 

27 0.30 0.8043 0 0.0031 0.1809 0 0.08 0.0000 0 0.0003 0.6265 0 3.21E+07 0.0000 0 

CMD Exp: 
CMD Imp: 
TDP Exp: 
TDP Imp 

81 0.30 0.9367 0 0.0026 0.3344 0 0.01 0.9953 0 0.0002 0.9890 0 4.77E+05 0.9348 0 

Residuals 2304 0.39   0.0025   0.01   0.0003   6.19E+05    
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mode applied to exports) was more influential than TDP Exp (truck 
dispatching policy applied to exports) in the resulting cycle time of in-
ternal exports. Similarly, the size effect of CMD Imp (cooperation mode 
applied to imports) was more influential than TDP Imp (truck dis-
patching policy applied to imports) in the resulting cycle time of internal 
imports. 

The interactions between cooperation modes and dispatching pol-
icies, i.e. CMD Exp:TDP Exp and CMD Imp:TDP Imp, also had a sizeable 
effect on the cycle time of internal exports and cycle time of internal 
imports, respectively. These results are expected since operational pol-
icies are directly used to move internal shipments, and so they should 
indeed affect the flow of shipments of internal FFWs. The total distance 
traveled by the shared fleet of trucks (KMS) was highly influenced (73% 
of the variance) by TDP Imp, followed in magnitude by TDP Exp (17%) 
and CMD Imp (5%). The fact that TDP Imp had a higher effect than TDP 
Exp on KMS can be explained because the import arrival rate was 
significantly higher than the export arrival rate for internal shipments in 
SPL. 

ANOVA results suggest that neither cooperation modes nor dis-
patching policies had a statistically significant influence (Pr(>F) < 0.05) 
on the cycle time of external exports, while CMD Imp did have a sta-
tistically significant effect on the cycle time of external imports. 
Regarding this result, CMD Imp was able to influence the cycle times of 
external shipments because both internal and external shipments share 
the same dock capacity, even though CMD Imp was only applied to in-
ternal shipments. 

ANOVA results (see Table B1 in Appendix B) for experiments with 
comparable cooperation modes with and without cooperation suggest 
that, while the conclusions drawn from the ANOVA presented in Table 5 
still hold, COOP (the factor modeling whether the experiment included a 
cooperative or a non-cooperative mode) represented a sizeable effect for 
the cycle times of imports (external and internal) and KMS. The effect 
size of COOP was particularly relevant for external imports as it repre-
sented 9% of its measured variance, whereas all the other factors 
accounted for less than 1% of the variance on the cycle time of external 

imports. 
To gain a better understanding of the performance of operational 

policies as well as their trade-offs between internal FFW service, external 
FFW service, and the efforts made by the airport/coalition to improve 
performance, we identified the experiments located in the Pareto 
Frontier for each scenario in terms of the cycle times of imports (external 
and internal) and KMS. The experiments in the Pareto Frontier are 
illustrated in Fig. 5 using a color code to represent dispatching policies 
applied to imports and a symbol code to represent cooperation modes 
applied to imports. The bottom-right plot in Fig. 5 clearly shows the 
trade-off between the cycle time of internal imports and KMS as oper-
ational policies that perform very well in terms of internal cycle time (e. 
g., the continuous dispatch policy—CD—represented by blue points) 
perform very badly in terms of KMS. On the contrary, non-cooperative 
policies such as NS|1-1 (represented by crosses) perform well in terms 
KMS and external cycle time (although there are no statistically signif-
icant differences among many experiments in terms of cycle times of 
external imports) but had a bad performance in terms of internal cycle 
times. 

The bottom-left plot in Fig. 5 suggests that policies using the M-N 
mode (a fully cooperative mode, illustrated as filled rhomboids) reduced 
both internal and external cycle times, whereas policies applying the 1-1 
mode (shown in Fig. 5 as squares) had a bad performance in both in-
ternal and external cycle times. Although no combination of operational 
policies minimized all the responses considered in this study, the results 
shown in Fig. 5 suggest that using the combination of operational pol-
icies ESW GH in internal import shipments resulted in a good balance 
between the performance of internal and external cycle times and KMS. 

As the results presented in Table 5 show, the performance of coop-
eration modes and dispatching policies on the landside operations of SPL 
are highly dependent on the particular flows and characteristics of its air 
cargo terminal. For instance, we found that non-cooperative policies 
performed very well in terms of minimizing KMS whereas fully coop-
erative policies (e.g., FT M-N) did not, contrary to what previous static- 
deterministic studies have reported (Defryn and Sörensen, 2018; 

Fig. 5. Pareto Frontier of the SPL model experiments and their corresponding policies.  
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Nadarajah and Bookbinder, 2013). We also found that external ship-
ments were not statistically influenced by most operational policies due 
to the overall low utilization of the docks in SPL. To study whether these 
results will hold in a more general setting with symmetrical flows and a 
simpler network but with higher dock capacity utilization, the next 
section presents the results of the general simulation model described in 
section 5.3. 

6.2. General model results 

To assess whether the performance of the operational policies in the 
SPL case remains consistent in more general settings, we first compared 
the best-performing policies in the SPL model against all scenarios of the 
general model. Table 6 shows this comparison describing which pair of 
operational policies combination was the best in terms of the perfor-
mance of each response. Table 6 lists the operational policies in the 
format [TDP Exp] [CMD Exp], [TDP Imp] [CDM Imp], i.e. first the 
policies applied to internal exports, followed by the operational policies 
applied to internal imports. 

Table 6 illustrates that the pair FT NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 (a full truck 
dispatching policy combined with a non-sharing one-to-one mode 
applied to both exports and imports) consistently performed well in 
terms of distance traveled (KMS) in all scenarios of the general model as 
well as the SPL case. 

In addition, the continuous deployment truck dispatching policy 
(CD) was consistent in reducing the internal cycle times (exports and 
imports) in all scenarios, mostly when combined with the one-to-one 
cooperation mode with a shared fleet (1-1) or with a consolidation of 
shipments depending on visits to GH (GH-based cooperation mode) in 
scenarios with moderate dock capacity utilization, except for the SPL 
case, where the particular flows between FFW and GH in imports 
(almost 48% of internal flow of imports moving between GH1 and FFW1) 
created a good scenario for the combination CD FFW (continuous 
deployment with consolidation of shipments depending on visits to 
FFW) to reduce the cycle time of internal imports. 

The operational policies that reduced the cycle times of external 
shipments varied per scenario. While for scenarios A and B (network 

with 3 FFWs and 2 GHs, moderate dock utilization) the combination CD 
GH performed very well in terms of external cycle times, in scenarios 
with high truck and dock constraints (scenarios C, G and H) the com-
bination DD M-N (dispatching policy based on outstanding expedited 
shipments with consolidation of shipments considering all nodes in the 
network) performed best. Otherwise, the combination ESW GH (eco-
nomic shipment weight-based dispatching policy combined with 
consolidation of shipments depending on visits to GH) reduced the cycle 
times of external shipments in scenarios D, E and F, which were sce-
narios with a moderate load in terms of trucks and docks. 

Thus, similar to the SPL case, no single combination of operational 
policies (either for imports or exports) performed well in terms of 
external and internal cycle times and KMS. To investigate whether the 
trade-offs found in the SPL case for the operational policies were also 
present in the general model scenarios, we identified the experiments 
located in the Pareto Frontier for each scenario in the general model in 
terms of internal and external cycle times of exports and KMS to gain a 
better understanding of the performance trade-offs for the general 
model. We consider exports and not imports in this case because 
reducing the cycle times of exports is more critical than for imports, as 
the deadlines for delivering the shipments before the airplanes take off 
are very critical constraints. The full list of policy combinations consti-
tuting the Pareto Frontier for each scenario is shown in Table C1 in 
Appendix C. 

As an example of the performance trade-offs in a scenario with 
moderate dock capacity utilization, Fig. 6 illustrates the Pareto Frontier 
of scenario B, using a color code to represent the truck dispatching 
policies applied to exports (TDP Exp) and a symbol code to represent the 
cooperation modes applied to exports (CMD Exp). Similar to the results 
of the SPL model, Fig. 6 exemplifies the trade-offs of non-cooperative 
modes (bottom-right plot) in scenario B for the general model as ex-
periments with the combination “FT NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1” had the worst 
overall performance in terms of internal cycle times but the best overall 
performance in terms of KMS. 

Additionally, the bottom-left plot in Fig. 6 illustrates that operational 
policies that performed the best in terms of internal cycles times were 
also the best in terms of external cycle times, e.g., the combination CD +
GH (represented by blue circles in Fig. 6). It is worth noting that many 
experiments in scenarios A and B did not have statistically significant 
differences in terms of the cycle times of external exports (see supple-
mentary material for the confidence intervals of each experiment and 
Tukey’s test groups of experiments with non-statistically significant 
differences). 

The bottom-right plot in Fig. 6 also illustrates how the operational 
policies that performed well in terms of cycle times of internal exports 
performed badly in terms of KMS. These results are explained by the fact 
that operational policies that reduced the cycle times in these scenarios 
did so by increasing the number of dispatches, resulting in an increase in 
the distance traveled. 

Furthermore, Fig. 7 exemplifies the trade-offs in a scenario with 
high-capacity utilization (scenario H). From the bottom-right plot in 
Fig. 7, we can see that experiments using non-cooperative modes 
(crosses and empty rhomboid symbols) were the best in terms of both 
internal cycle times and KMS in scenarios with high truck and dock 
capacity utilization. However, both plots on the left in Fig. 7 show that 
the same non-cooperative modes had the worst results in terms of 
external cycle times. 

The bottom-left plot in Fig. 7 illustrates how experiments using the 
M-N cooperation mode (filled rhomboids) were the best in terms of 
external cycle times but the worst in terms of internal cycle times, 
whereas their performance in terms of KMS was unremarkable (see the 
top-left plot in Fig. 7). This can be explained by the fact that a policy that 
reduces internal cycle times in these two scenarios will also generate a 
higher number of visits to the docks by the coalition fleet due to the 
increased dispatches, increasing the queue length and waiting time at 
the docks and therefore explaining the increase in external cycle times. 

Table 6 
Best-performing policies for each response per scenario.  

Scenario CT_INT 
Exp 

CT_EXT 
Exp 

CT_INT 
Imp 

CT_EXT Imp KMS 

SPL CD M-N, 
FT 1-1 

DD 1-1, CD 
1-1 

FT FFW, 
CD FFW 

DD NS|FFW, 
FT NS|1-1 

FT NS|1- 
1, FT NS| 
1-1 

A CD GH, FT 
1-1 

CD GH, DD 
M-N 

ESW GH, 
CD 1-1 

CD GH, ESW 
M-N 

FT NS|1- 
1, FT NS| 
1-1 

B CD 1-1, 
ESW 1-1 

CD GH, CD 
FFW 

FT 1-1, CD 
1-1 

CD GH, CD 
GH 

FT NS|1- 
1, FT NS| 
1-1 

C CD 1-1, FT 
1-1 

DD M-N, 
ESW M-N 

FT 1-1, CD 
1-1 

ESW M-N, 
DD M-N 

FT NS|1- 
1, FT NS| 
1-1 

D CD 1-1, FT 
1-1 

ESW GH, 
CD FFW 

FT 1-1, CD 
1-1 

FT 1-1, CD 
GH 

FT NS|1- 
1, FT NS| 
1-1 

E CD GH, 
DD 1-1 

ESW GH, 
DD FFW 

FT 1-1, CD 
GH 

DD FFW, FT 
GH 

FT NS|1- 
1, FT NS| 
1-1 

F CD GH, 
DD GH 

ESW GH, 
DD GH 

DD 1-1, 
CD 1-1 

CD 1-1, ESW 
GH 

FT NS|1- 
1, FT NS| 
1-1 

G CD 1-1, FT 
1-1 

DD M-N, 
CD M-N 

FT 1-1, CD 
1-1 

CD M-N, DD 
M-N 

FT NS|1- 
1, FT NS| 
1-1 

H CD 1-1, 
DD 1-1 

DD M-N, 
CD M-N 

DD 1-1, 
CD 1-1 

CD M-N, DD 
M-N 

FT NS|1- 
1, FT NS| 
1-1  
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Interestingly, Fig. 7 also suggests that a fully cooperative effort in a 
scenario with high capacity utilization (M-N cooperation mode) might 
result in poor performance concerning the cycle times of the shipments 
handled by coalition FFWs (internal cycle times) but good performance 
for the FFWs that are not involved in the coalition (external cycle times). 

However, if the coalition partners decide to move their shipments 
individually, i.e. non-cooperative policies (NS|1-1 or NS|FFW), their 
cycle times as well as the KMS will be reduced, but at the expense of a 
significant increase in the cycle times of all other, out-of-the-coalition 
FFWs. 

Fig. 6. Experimental Pareto Frontier for Scenario B in terms of CT_INT Exports, CT_EXT Exports and KMS.  

Fig. 7. Experimental Pareto Frontier for scenario H in terms of CT_INT Exports, CT_EXT Exports and KMS.  
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7. Discussion 

Experimental results of the SPL model suggested that full coopera-
tion (using the M-N mode) can improve the performance of the air cargo 
terminal in terms of a reduction of average cycle times of both internal 
and external shipments but with an increase in the total distance trav-
eled by the shared fleet of trucks. The use of non-cooperative policies 
will result in a reduction in the total distance traveled but with a 
negative impact on the average cycle time of internal shipments. Thus, 
indeed both cooperation and operational policies can influence the 
performance of the air cargo terminal at Schiphol. However, the impact 
of both cooperation and operational policies was found to be highly 
dependent on the particularities of the air cargo terminal at SPL, since 
the flows inside the airport were very skewed towards some nodes and 
the (un)loading capacities at the nodes were very different. Because of 
this, the results obtained by analyzing the general model shed some light 
on the influence that cooperation and operational policies have on 
general air cargo terminals, particularly when interacting with systems 
with high values of dock capacity utilization. 

A combined analysis of SPL and the general model suggests that, for 
air cargo hub landside operations, one of the key subsystems that needs 
to be understood is the ground handlers’ docks, as the performance of 
the different policies depended strongly on the scenario in which they 
were applied. In this regard, even though SPL model has many particular 
characteristics that differ from the general one, it can be seen as a sce-
nario representing an additional value for dock capacity utilization 
because the dock capacity utilization values of the GHs docks for the SPL 
model ranged between 8% and 49% (see Table C3 in Appendix C). 
Additionally, we found that the level of cooperation among a selected 
group of freight forwarders was also very influential in the performance 
of this problem setting. 

Table 7 summarizes the influence of cooperation on the performance 
of airport landside operations in the different scenarios studied here. It 
compares non-cooperative policies against highly cooperative policies in 
terms of distance traveled, average cycle time of internal shipments, and 
average cycle time of external shipments for different levels of dock 
capacity utilization. Table 7 also shows how, in scenarios with high dock 
capacity utilization, there is a trade-off between internal and external 
cycle times, as a policy that reduces one will increase the other. 

Our results regarding distance traveled agree with those from Zhou 
et al. (2011), as the fully non-cooperative mode in our study and Zhou 
et al.’s study obtained the lowest number of truck dispatches. However, 
they contrast with the conclusions from other studies on horizontal 
cooperation (Dahl and Derigs, 2011; Defryn et al., 2019; Serrano--
Hernandez et al., 2018) that suggest that cooperation always leads to a 
reduction in distance traveled and/or costs, even with a minimal impact 
on the customer service, as Chabot et al. (2018) suggested. The reason 
for this contrasting result might be that we are the first study to consider 
nodes with (un)loading capacity constraints while investigating the 
impact of cooperative schemes and shipment consolidation policies 

under a stochastic setting. 
Ankersmit et al.’s (2014) results suggest that a non-collaborative 

policy reduces the cycle time in comparison with collaborative sce-
narios. However, although this result agrees with our results for sce-
narios with truck availability constraints (scenarios C, G, and H), we are 
not able to directly compare our results with Ankersmit et al.’s, as they 
did not report the degree of dock capacity utilization that they consid-
ered in their study. Furthermore, since they only considered one GH, 
three FFWs and no external shipments, their results do not consider the 
interdependencies between the capacity of multiple GH docks, truck 
availability and operational policies. 

Our results also suggest that ESW is a reasonable policy to use if the 
objective is to find a balance between reducing the number of dispatches 
(and kilometers) and the amount of inventory waiting to be dispatched 
(and cycle times), as proposed by Higginson and Bookbinder (1994). 
However, the performance of ESW in terms of the balance between 
average cycle times and kilometers greatly depended on the cooperation 
mode that was used in combination with ESW. Therefore, if we consider 
more than one origin node and more than one destination node (one 
origin, one destination network being the most traditional assumption in 
shipment consolidation studies (Çetinkaya, 2005; Nguyen et al., 2019; 
Ülkü and Bookbinder, 2012)), it is also important to consider how many 
(and which) nodes are being consolidated in every trip, as the cooper-
ation modes were found to be more influential than truck dispatching 
policies in the ANOVA. 

8. Managerial insights and conclusions 

Even though cooperation has been found by previous research on 
deterministic and static settings to be beneficial for increasing service 
and reducing costs, our analysis and modeling of the cargo landside 
operations at SPL suggests that this might not be the case when 
considering a more realistic case (stochastic and dynamic problem 
setting). Thus, management at SPL or other air cargo terminal operators 
should be aware that operational policies (cooperative or otherwise) 
might result in opposite results for different performance measurements 
since we found trade-offs in all the operational policies considered in our 
experimental design. 

If, on the one hand, SPL wants to reduce the average cycle time of 
coalition shipments (internal) while at the same time reducing the 
average time of non-coalition shipments (external), the FT M-N combi-
nation of policies will be the best. However, this will result in a relatively 
bad performance in terms of distance traveled by the shared fleet. If, on 
the other hand, they want to reduce the distance traveled and the 
average cycle time of external shipments, using FT NS|1-1 would result 
in a good performance, with the trade-off of having bad performance in 
terms of the average cycle time of coalition shipments. 

Interestingly, we found that cooperation modes used to move inter-
nal import shipments had also a statistical effect on the cycle time per-
formance of external import shipments. This suggests that, although 
cooperation modes were only applied to 16% of the total flow incoming 
to the air cargo terminal at SPL, they also influenced the performance of 
the remaining shipments because all FFWs share the same dock capacity. 

Considering the results of the general model that can be used to 
understand the dynamics of this problem in a more general setting, if we 
take into account the average cycle time of shipments as a measurement 
representing the service that the airport provides to the FFWs and 
considering kilometers traveled within the airport as the effort made by 
the coalition/airport to provide that service, we conclude the following:  

• In scenarios with low to moderate dock capacity utilization, a 
cooperative effort made by a few freight forwarders (coalition FFWs) 
attains a good balance between the service provided to coalition 
FFWs and the effort made by the airport to provide that service. This 
is done with a moderate negative impact on the service provided to 
non-coalition FFWs. 

Table 7 
Summary of results in terms of dock utilization vs. degree of cooperation.   

Dock capacity utilization 

Degree of cooperation Low (SPL) Moderate High 
Non-cooperative (NS|1- 

1, NS|FFW) 
- Distance 
traveled 
+ Internal 
cycle time 

- Distance 
traveled 
+ Internal cycle 
time 
+ External 
cycle time 

- Distance 
traveled 
- Internal cycle 
time 
+ External 
cycle time 

Highly cooperative (GH- 
based, M-N) 

- Internal cycle 
time 

- External cycle 
time 

- External cycle 
time 
+ Internal cycle 
time 

- signifies a reduction in the response, + signifies an increase in the response. 
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• Full cooperation in scenarios with high dock capacity utilization 
results in an improvement in the service provided to non-coalition 
FFWs, at the expense of a significant deterioration in the service 
provided to coalition FFWs. Thus, coalition FFWs might find this 
setting unfair as their efforts to cooperate and consolidate do not 
produce good results for them but improve the performance of other 
FFWs.  

• If coalition FFWs do not cooperate and do not consolidate, thus 
operating their truck capacity individually, in scenarios with high 
dock capacity utilization, they perform better both in terms of service 
and effort, at the expense of deteriorating service to non-coalition 
FFWs.  

• If the aim is a good balance between the service offered to coalition 
and non-coalition FFWs and the effort to provide that service in all 
scenarios, then a reasonable policy to use is ESW GH. This policy 
takes advantage of consolidating shipments with (almost) full trucks, 
based on individual visits to GHs, while reducing the queues at the 
GH docks. 

In practical terms, a continuous dispatch policy (CD) and a multiple 
cooperation mode (M-N) could be the most difficult policies to operate, 
as they both entail a very high number of single truck movements by 
creating either very frequent dispatches or multiple visits to many 
nodes. Moreover, the cooperative modes considered here will involve 
sharing information among partners regarding shipment weights, 
sharing vehicle capacities, and renouncing the operation of the common 
fleet, as a centralized control center will be needed to operate these 
cooperation modes. However, no further sharing of facilities is needed, 
e.g., warehouses or FFW docks. 

Future studies could consider the impact of various factors on the 
performance of logistics networks with capacitated nodes. Such factors 
include the effect of truck capacity, fleet size, order size, network 
configuration (size and distances), coalitions of different sizes, and even 
existing competing coalitions in the same network. Furthermore, future 
studies could propose optimal policies for the multi-objective problem 
considered here as the truck dispatching policies that we considered 
were not designed specifically for this problem setting. 

Despite its limitations, our approach has allowed us to assess a va-
riety of settings for a very complex problem that has not been previously 
studied, a problem that can be regarded as a combination of different 
subproblems. It also allowed us to gain insights into the complexities of 
this capacitated model and understand the interactions and de-
pendencies between dock capacity utilization, truck availability, coop-
erative schemes, dispatching policies, stochastic arrivals and system 

performance. 
Since this study only considers the performance of dispatching pol-

icies in combination with cooperation modes in the landside operations 
of an air cargo terminal, future studies could extend our conclusions by 
integrating into the model the following tasks and decisions:  

• Truck arrival scheduling (Ramírez-Nafarrate et al., 2017).  
• Cross-docking activities between the airside and the landside and 

their effect on handling processes (see Xi et al., 2020).  
• The impact of optimized vehicle routing on a dynamic scenario 

(Berbeglia et al., 2010).  
• The interaction between dispatching and cooperative modes with 

compensation schemes for coalition members (Dahl and Derigs, 
2011; Dahlberg et al., 2019) with a special focus on online settings. 

• The decision regarding which shipments to send through the coop-
erative coalition effort and which shipments to dispatch indepen-
dently (see, e.g., Serrano-Hernandez et al., 2018). 

Finally, future research could investigate the applicability of the 
consolidation mechanisms studied here for similar settings, such as in-
dustrial parks (Barenji et al., 2019), cross-border logistics operations 
(Ren et al., 2020), and urban consolidation centers (Björklund and 
Johansson, 2018), since these problems also have multiple capacitated 
origin and destination nodes in a short-haul logistics network operating 
capacitated trucks. 
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Appendix A. General simulation model description 

A.1 Physical layer 

The first step in the simulation model-building was to define a finite number of FFW and GH (M and N, respectively). Then, for every FFWi (i = {1, 
2, …M}) and GHj (j = {1, 2, …N}), we defined the number of (un)loading docks for exports (S|FF|Ei and S|GH|Ej for FFWi and GHj, respectively) and 
imports (S|FF|Ii and S|GH|Ij for FFWi and GHj, respectively). In addition, the road network to be used by the trucks transporting the shipments was laid 
out to connect all the nodes. A node k was connected with node l by an arc with distance Dkl (k = l = {1, 2, …M + N}, assigned arbitrarily to FFWi and 
GHj nodes). 

Furthermore, T trucks were modeled with maximum weight capacity WV and constant speed V. Weight was used to model truck capacity because it 
is much easier to measure and track in practical terms than volume. In collaborative experiments, all T trucks were used by the coalition to pick-up and 
deliver the consolidated shipments. In the case of non-collaborative experiments, T trucks were reassigned so that each FFWi will have a TFFi number 
of trucks to pick-up and deliver their shipments using an FFW-based or a 1-1 consolidation mode. Refer to Table A1 for a summary of the nomenclature 
and description of the physical layer parameters of the problem as well as their initial values (these values were used in the experiments unless it is 
stated otherwise). 
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Table A1 
Parameters of the physical layer.  

Parameter Description Initial value Parameter Description Initial value 

M Number of FFW 5 Dkl Distance between point k and point l, being that k and l are the 
nodes of any FFWi or any GHj 

2 km for all k 
and l 

N Number of GH 5    
S|GH|Ej Number of docks (servers) in GH j to 

unload exports 
1 S|FF|Ei Number of docks (servers) in FFW i to unload exports 1 

S|GH|Ij Number of docks (servers) in GH j to load 
imports exports 

1 S|FF|Ii Number of docks (servers) in FFW i to load imports 1 

T Number of coalition trucks Depending on 
scenario 

WV Truck capacity (weight) 10 metric tons 

V Speed of trucks 35 km/h TFFi Number of trucks used by FFWi in non-collaborative scenarios T/M  

A.2 Shipment arrival logic 

External LSP arrivals were modeled independently from internal flow arrivals since they are not included in the consolidation efforts. External 
arrivals are modeled as already-consolidated shipments that need to be delivered or picked up by a single truck. Thus, an external arrival is generated 
based on the arrival rate of external LSP (λLSP-E for exports, λLSP-I for imports) and is assigned an already-consolidated random weight, modeled by the 
probability distributions WLSP-E for exports and WLSP-I for imports. Arrivals are modeled as Poisson arrivals, as suggested by Selinka et al. (2016), 
which is a common assumption in shipment consolidation papers (Çetinkaya, 2005). 

After the external LSP arrival occurs, then this arrival is randomly assigned an origin (imports) or destination (exports) node using a discrete 

distribution, based on the proportions of the total external flow arriving for pick up at the GHs (AIj, 
∑N

j=1
AIj = 1) or the proportions of the total external 

flow to be delivered at the GHs (AEj, 
∑N

j=1
AEj = 1). Thus, external LSP arrivals are modeled by three random variables: the arrival rate, the weight of the 

consolidated set of shipments, and the probability that the set of shipments goes through a certain GH. 
In the simulation model, external LSP exports were created along with their corresponding truck and placed in a node representing external arrivals 

(node 0). The distance from node 0 to any other node was d0k. Thus, trucks carrying external LSP exports needed to travel distance d0k before arriving 
at the GH warehouse for unloading their cargo. After arrival, external LSP imports were sent to their corresponding origin GH node to wait and be 
picked up by a truck. Trucks picking up external LSP imports were generated at the moment of the import arrival, placed at node 0, and then 
immediately sent to pick up their corresponding set of consolidated shipments. In this regard, an external LSP import needed to wait at least V/d0k time 
units before being picked up (the actual time until pick up will depend on the queue that the truck finds for any particular GHj) and its total cycle time 
will be at least 2V/d0k, because the final destination node of an external LSP import is node 0. This was done to be able to animate the movements of 
trucks transporting external LSP shipments and visually evaluate that the logic of these movements was accurate. 

Internal FFW arrivals were also modeled by three random variables: an arrival rate, a random weight per shipment, and a random assignment of 
origin-destination nodes. The arrivals of internal FFW were modeled as Poisson arrivals with arrival rates λFF-E for exports and λFF-I for imports. Each 
internal arrival was assigned a random weight, based on the probability distribution WFF-E for exports and WFF-I for imports. The arrival was then 
assigned randomly an origin and destination node, based on a discrete probability distribution of the proportions of arrivals flowing between any 
combination of FFWi and GHj. The proportion FEij describes the percentage of exports arriving at FFWi needing to be delivered at GHj. Thus, 
∑M

i=1

∑N

j=1
FEij = 1. The proportion FIij describes the percentage of imports arriving at GHj needing to be delivered at FFWi (

∑M

i=1

∑N

j=1
FIij = 1). Thus, after the 

internal FFW arrival was created, it was sent to the origin node and placed in a queue where it waited for an event triggering a consolidation of various 
shipments to be picked up and deliver to their destinations. Table A2 shows a summary of the parameters associated with the shipment arrival logic, 
their description, and their initial values. In this regard, if the total arrival rate of exports from external FFW arrivals was λLSP-E (λLSP-I for imports), then 
the arrival rate of external export arrivals for any GHj was λLSP-E/N (with imports being similarly defined as λLSP-I/N). In terms of internal arrivals, the 
proportion of origin-destination pairs was also modeled equal for all FFWi and GHj pairs, both for exports and for imports. If the total arrival rate of 
internal exports arrivals was λFF-E (λFF-I for imports), then the arrival rate of internal exports that needed to be picked up at FFWi and delivered to GHj 
was λFF-E/(M*N).  

Table A2 
Parameters associated with shipment arrival logic.  

Parameter Description Initial value Parameter Description Initial value 

λLSP-E Arrival rate external LSP, exports – equivalent to 
trucks arriving to deliver goods 

Depending on the 
scenario 

WLSP-E Probability distribution of truck consolidated weight 
for external LSP arrivals, exports 

Triangular (0,5,10) 
metric tons 

λLSP-I Arrival rate external LSP, imports – equivalent 
to trucks arriving to pick up goods 

λLSP-E WLSP-I Probability distribution of truck consolidated weight 
for external LSP arrivals, imports 

Triangular (0,5,10) 
metric tons 

AEj Proportion of the total external LSP arrivals 
going to GH j, exports 

1/N AIj Proportion of the total external LSP arrivals going to 
GH j, imports 

1/N 

d0k Distance from node 0 to node k 2 km    
λFF-E Arrival rate internal FFW, exports Depending on the 

scenario 
WFF-E Probability distribution of the weight of individual 

internal FFW shipment arrivals, exports 
Triangular (0,0.5,1) 
metric tons 

λFF-I Arrival rate internal FFW, imports λFF-E WFF-I Probability distribution of the weight of individual 
internal FFW shipment arrivals, imports 

Triangular (0,0.5,1) 
metric tons 

FEij Proportion of the total internal flow arrivals 
going from FFW i towards GH j, exports 

1/(M*N) FIij Proportion of the total internal flow arrivals going 
from GH j towards FFW i, imports 

1/(M*N) 
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An internal FFW arrival was labeled as an expedited shipment when it had to be delivered in less than 4 h. Based on data regarding actual shipment 
delivery times from the case study, we estimated that delivery times could be modeled with a Weibull distribution with a shape parameter equal to 5 
and a scale parameter equal to 8. Thus, the probability that a shipment was flagged as expedited (P(X ≤ 4)) was 0.031. Figure A1 shows a screenshot of 
the process logic of shipment arrivals for internal and external exports implemented in Simio.

Fig. A1. Screenshot of the process logic of shipment arrivals for internal (ExportCargoArrivalFFW) and external (ExportCargoArrival) exports implemented in Simio.  

A.3 Consolidation logic 

Internal FFW shipments waiting in the consolidation queue are screened to assess whether the conditions for consolidation apply to any of the 
shipments waiting there. So the model keeps track of how many shipments are waiting to be transported from one point to another, i.e. from a 
particular FFWi to a specific GHj, to be able to apply the 1-1 consolidation mode. In addition, the model tracks the total shipments that have accu-
mulated in one GHj to be picked up and the total shipments that have accumulated in all FFWs to be delivered to one GHj, to be able to apply the GH- 
based consolidation mode. Similarly, the model keeps track of the total shipments that have accumulated in one FFWi to be picked up and the total 
shipments that have accumulated in all GHs to be delivered to one FFWi, in order to apply the FFW-based consolidation mode. Finally, the total 
number of shipments waiting to be picked up at all FFWs and all GHs is also tracked to use the M-N consolidation mode. 

Dispatching policies are inherently associated in this model with consolidation modes because the amount of consolidated weight to be considered 
for triggering a truck dispatch depends on the criterion used to consolidate shipments; therefore, both have been modeled jointly in the logic process 
deciding which shipments are consolidated in the same trip. For example, a full truck is calculated based on the accumulated weight of the nodes 
considered in the consolidation mode. Suppose the considered consolidation mode for imports is the GH-based mode. Then an FT will be reached only 
when the total imports weight accumulated in one GH node (to be delivered to their corresponding FFW destinations) is higher than the maximum 
allowed truckload. This interaction means that the thresholds for dispatching a truck will be reached quicker when more nodes are considered in the 
consolidation. Thus, an M-N policy consolidates weight quicker than either an FFW-based or a GH-based policy; whereas a 1-1 policy will take the 
longest to consolidate enough shipments to be able to dispatch a truck. We explain the process logic used to consolidated internal FFW shipments in a 
pseudo-code shown in Table A3, whereas the variables used in this pseudo-code are explained in Table A4. 

This process logic decides whether there are enough shipments to consolidate a set of shipments, and if this is the case, a “pallet” will be created to 
represent an order to move this set of shipments in the same trip and truck. All of the shipments in the same pallet are assigned a number representing 
the pallet and then are batched together with the pallet. After the batch is created then it is allocated in a queue where it waits to be picked up by a 
truck but it waits in the location of the node in which the shipments were created. All pallets, irrespective of the consolidation mode and of the node in 
which they are located, wait in the same pick up queue. Because some consolidation modes consider more than one node for the consolidation efforts, 
more than one pallet may be created at different nodes when the activation to consolidate a set of shipments is triggered. If this is the case, then all of 
the pallets are assigned a flag that tells the system that these pallets need to be picked up by the same truck.  
Table A3 
Pseudo-code of the consolidation modes and truck dispatching policies logic for imports* (Refer to Table A2 in the Appendix for the description of the variables in this 
pseudo-code). 
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Table A4 
Set of variables for the consolidation logic of import shipments pseudo-code in Table A1.  

Variable Description 

WIgi Weight accumulated for import shipments going from GHg to FFWi (1-1 policy) 
WI_1Ng Weight accumulated for import shipments whose initial node is g (GH-based policy) 
WI_N1i Weight accumulated for import shipments whose final node is i (FFW-based policy) 
WI_NN Weight accumulated for import shipments in all GH nodes going to all FFW nodes (M-N) 
Igi Number of import shipments going from GH g to FFW I (1-1 policy) 
I_1Ng Number of import shipments whose initial node is g (GH-based policy) 
I_N1i Number of import shipments whose final node is i (N-1) 
I_NN Number of import shipments in all GH nodes going to all FFW nodes (N–N) 
RIgi Number of import expedited shipments going from GH g to FFW I (1-1 policy) 
RI_1Ng Number of import expedited shipments whose initial node is g (1-N) 
RI_N1i Number of import expedited shipments whose final node is i (N-1) 
RI_NN Number of import expedited shipments in all GH nodes going to all FFW nodes (N–N)  

A.4 Logic associated with truck operations 

The fleet of trucks is modeled here as a finite number of resources that move in the network of roads and pick up, queue, and deliver the batches of 
shipments to the nodes in the network. Trucks service the queue of shipment batches waiting to be picked up with a First Come First Served (FCFS) 
discipline. The first available truck will then pick up the batch that is first in line at its original location and will deliver it to its destination. If there is 
more than one pallet included in the consolidated batches, then the truck picks the pallets in a predefined order from 1 to M, or from 1 to N, depending 
on whether they are exports or imports, respectively. Thus, nodes are visited only based on existing demand, meaning that the routes are not fixed. The 
same applies to the order of deliveries in the case of multiple batches on the same trip. The truck that has been assigned to pick up a (set of) batch(es) 
becomes unavailable until it delivers all the shipments at their destination(s). Export and import trips are independent but they are allocated to the 
same queue waiting to be picked up by trucks and no priority is given to either exports or imports. Thus, a full export or import trip needs to be 
completed for the truck to become available again. 

Loading and unloading operations are also part of a truck trip. All pick-up operations include a loading time where both the truck and loading dock 
are used and, therefore, unavailable. Similarly, all delivery operations include an unloading time where both the truck and the unloading dock need to 
be used. We modeled the truck (un)loading times as having a direct relationship with the total weight needed to be (un)loaded, based on a maximum 
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(un)loading time (P) parameter. A loading time (LTime) was calculated in the following way: 

LTime=
Lweight∗P

WV
(A.1)  

being that LWeight is the weight to be loaded and WV is the maximum weight capacity of a truck. 
This was done considering that we used a symmetric triangular distribution for setting the shipment weight and thus, the maximum loading time 

will be also equivalent to unloading the maximum weight capacity of the trucks. To simplify the model, we considered loading times to be equal to 
unloading times and we applied (A.1) both for external LSP and internal FFW shipments. 

A.5 Parameters of the Amsterdam Airport simulation model 

The landside road network within Schiphol was modeled by superimposing a network of roads over a Geographic Information Systems map in the 
simulation model (see Figure A2). Similar to the general simulation model, external truck arrivals for the case study were generated at two different 
points at the edge of the represented road network, either for delivery or pick up. The probability that the truck was generated in either one of those 
points was 0.50. This was done to represent an elapsed time associated with the transportation and movement of external trucks inside the network 
and to be able to visually inspect truck arrival logic as well as the traffic in the network for different days and hours.

Fig. A2. Geographic Information Systems mapping of Schiphol Airport and the superimposition of the landside road network.  

The probability of a truckload to be composed of ULDs, pallets, or combined cargo was 1/3 for each, and the maximum (un)loading times for a full 
truck were 15 min, 30 min, and 60 min, respectively. 

Since it was more critical to move exports shipments than imports shipments, the holding costs for inventory waiting at FFW docks (exports) were 
considered as double the holding costs for inventory waiting at GH docks (imports), so the unitary holding costs for exports were h = 4/3 and for 
imports were h = 2/3 (an average of 1 for both), whereas the shipment costs remained S = 21. All other parameters and logic processes of the 
simulation model described in Section 5.1 remained constant.  

Table A5 
Parameters of the physical layer of the case study.  

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

N 5 M 5 
S|GH|E1 12 S|FF|Ei 1 for all i = {1, 2, …5} 
S|GH|E2 8 S|FF|Ii 1 for all i = {1, 2, …5} 
S|GH|E5 7 T 6, based on currently available trucks (sum of all TFFi) 
S|GH|I1 12 V 35 km/h 
S|GH|I2 8 WV 10 metric tons 
S|GH|I5 11 TFF1 2 
S|GH|E3 14 also used as S|GH|I3 TFF2 1 = TFF3 = TFF4 = TFF5 
S|GH|E4 11 also used as S|GH|I4     
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Table A6 
Parameters associated with shipment arrival logic for the case study.  

Parameter Initial value Parameter Initial value 

λLSP-E 19.375 trucks/hr WLSP-E Triangular (0,5,10) metric tons 
λLSP-I 16 trucks/hr WLSP-I Triangular (0,5,10) metric tons 
AE1 0.5285 AI1 0.6050 
AE2 0.1494 AI2 0.1444 
AE3 0.1008 AI3 0.1104 
AE4 0.0838 AI4 0.0507 
AE5 0.1375 AI5 0.0895 
λFF-E 9.32 AWB/hr WFF-E Exponential with mean 0.271 metric tons 
λFF-I 25.86 AWB/hr WFF-I Exponential with mean 0.683 metric tons 
FEij 1/(M*N) FIij 1/(M*N)   

Table A7 
Proportion of the total internal flow arrivals going from FFW i towards GH j, exports (FEij).  

i \ j GH1 GH2 GH3 GH4 GH5 

FFW1 0.0390 0.0659 0.0585 0.0002 0.0024 
FFW2 0.0013 0.0067 0.0350 0.1058 0.1009 
FFW3 0.0018 0.0600 0.0360 0.0026 0.1468 
FFW4 0.0044 0.0257 0.0221 0.0347 0.0677 
FFW5 0.0027 0.0259 0.0224 0.0326 0.0989   

Table A8 
Proportion of the total internal flow arrivals going from GH j towards FFW i, imports (FIij).  

i \ j GH1 GH2 GH3 GH4 GH5 

FFW1 0.4771 0.0507 0.0249 0.0000 0.0000 
FFW2 0.0508 0.0235 0.0463 0.0232 0.0326 
FFW3 0.0608 0.0373 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 
FFW4 0.0000 0.0233 0.0214 0.0157 0.0288 
FFW5 0.0163 0.0096 0.0178 0.0118 0.0280  

A.6 Information and capability requirements of cooperation modes  

Table A9 
Summary of information and capability requirements of cooperation modes.  

Cooperation 
mode 

Information requirements Capability requirements 

NS|1-1 If the origin-destination pair (O-D) for exports is (FFWi, GHj) then only the 
information of the accumulated weight from that pair is needed because FFWs 
manage their shipments individually (similar for import O-D (GHj, FFWi)). 

Each FFW keeps track of its export shipments. For imports, GHj needs to signal 
FFWi the shipments ready to be picked up, according to the dispatching policy in 
use. 

NS|FFW Since consolidation is carried out depending only on FFWi shipments, then 

information regarding (FFWi, 
∑5

J=1
GHj) or (

∑5

j=1
GHj , FFWi) is needed. 

Similar requirements to NS|1-1, with the addition that each FFW needs to keep 

track of 
∑5

j=1
GHj in terms of imports and, thus, a digital information platform 

(Yavas and Ozkan-Ozen, 2020) is much more relevant to continuously update 
and aggregate the incoming shipments from all GHs to be able to consolidate a 
pick-up route from the GHs to a single FFWi. 

1–1 Information about all O-D pairs (FFWi, GHj) or (GHj, FFWi) for all i = {1, 2, …5} 
and all j = {1, 2, …5}. 

Each FFW and GH share information through a digital information platform with 
the control center about the ready-for-pick-up consolidated shipments in an O-D 
route. The control center assigns an available truck for a route. 

FFW-based 
Information about the accumulated weights of (FFWi, 

∑5

j=1
GHj) or (

∑5

j=1
GHj, 

FFWi) for all i = {1, 2, …5}. 

Since exports are consolidated per FFW, each FFW only needs to share 
information with the control center about the ready-for-pick-up shipments, 
which are already consolidated (the dispatch threshold has been reached), 
through a digital information platform. However, for imports, a freight exchange 
platform is needed as all GHs need to share information with the control center to 
coordinate pick-ups and routes going to individual FFWs with available shared 
trucks. 

GH-based 
Information about the accumulated weights of (

∑5

i=1
FFWi, GHj) or (GHj, 

∑5

i=1
FFWi) for all j = {1, 2, …5}. 

Both for exports and imports all FFWs and GHs need to share information with 
the control center using a freight exchange and digital information platform. 

M-N 
Information about the accumulated weights of (

∑5

i=1
FFWi, 

∑5

j=1
GHj) or (

∑5

j=1
GHj , 

∑5

i=1
FFWi) for all i = {1, 2, …5} and j = {1, 2, …5}. 
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Appendix B. Statistical tests  

Table B1 
ANOVA results for comparable cooperative and non-cooperative CMDs and TDPs per response for Amsterdam Airport experiments.  

Factor Df Cycle Time Internal 
Exports 

Cycle Time External 
Exports 

Cycle Time Internal 
Imports 

Cycle Time External 
Imports 

Total Distance Traveled 

Mean Sq Pr(>F) Ω2 Mean Sq Pr(>F) Ω2 Mean Sq Pr(>F) Ω2 Mean Sq Pr(>F) Ω2 Mean Sq Pr(>F) Ω2 

CMD Exp 1 74206.000 0.0000 0.36 0.00665 0.1002 0 0.440 0.0000 0 0.00006 0.6859 0 4.80E+08 0.0000 0 
CMD Imp 1 13.000 0.0001 0 0.01005 0.0434 0 1926.530 0.0000 0.41 0.00574 0.0000 0.01 1.16E+10 0.0000 0.02 
TDP Exp 3 31785.333 0.0000 0.46 0.00165 0.5690 0 0.027 0.0712 0 0.00048 0.2405 0 4.33E+10 0.0000 0.18 
TDP Imp 3 9.333 0.0000 0 0.00035 0.9354 0 611.480 0.0000 0.39 0.00051 0.2121 0 1.62E+11 0.0000 0.68 
COOP 1 68.000 0.0000 0 0.00010 0.8377 0 271.840 0.0000 0.06 0.04196 0.0000 0.09 3.42E+10 0.0000 0.05 
CMD Exp:CMD Imp 1 1.000 0.2383 0 0.00028 0.7338 0 0.000 0.7057 0 0.00000 0.9314 0 1.08E+06 0.0770 0 
CMD Exp:TDP Exp 3 12702.000 0.0000 0.18 0.00325 0.2657 0 0.017 0.1734 0 0.00008 0.8633 0 3.99E+07 0.0000 0 
CMD Imp:TDP Exp 3 5.000 0.0004 0 0.00078 0.8136 0 0.070 0.0003 0 0.00010 0.8279 0 6.84E+07 0.0000 0 
CMD Exp:TDP Imp 3 2.333 0.0259 0 0.00477 0.1211 0 0.047 0.0065 0 0.00042 0.2930 0 6.38E+07 0.0000 0 
CMD Imp:TDP Imp 3 1.000 0.3662 0 0.00142 0.6288 0 210.960 0.0000 0.14 0.00006 0.9132 0 6.71E+08 0.0000 0 
TDP Exp:TDP Imp 9 7.889 0.0000 0 0.00349 0.1743 0 0.153 0.0000 0 0.00046 0.2056 0 1.22E+09 0.0000 0.02 
CMD Exp:COOP 1 13.000 0.0000 0 0.00022 0.7659 0 0.160 0.0001 0 0.00031 0.3400 0 4.39E+07 0.0000 0 
CMD Imp:COOP 1 2.000 0.0864 0 0.00005 0.8819 0 0.030 0.0802 0 0.00171 0.0251 0 2.22E+08 0.0000 0 
TDP Exp:COOP 3 31.667 0.0000 0 0.00178 0.5364 0 0.063 0.0008 0 0.00012 0.7784 0 1.27E+09 0.0000 0 
TDP Imp:COOP 3 1.000 0.3525 0 0.00493 0.1112 0 0.770 0.0000 0 0.00010 0.8348 0 1.21E+10 0.0000 0.05 
CMD Exp:CMD Imp:TDP Exp 3 0.333 0.6489 0 0.00060 0.8641 0 0.013 0.3424 0 0.00018 0.6569 0 2.20E+05 0.5898 0 
CMD Exp:CMD Imp:TDP Imp 3 1.000 0.3321 0 0.00299 0.3022 0 0.027 0.0607 0 0.00040 0.3208 0 1.02E+06 0.0316 0 
CMD Exp:TDP Exp:TDP Imp 9 2.889 0.0002 0 0.00134 0.8421 0 0.020 0.0633 0 0.00010 0.9736 0 1.80E+06 0.0000 0 
CMD Imp:TDP Exp:TDP Imp 9 0.444 0.7733 0 0.00196 0.6200 0 0.054 0.0000 0 0.00022 0.7665 0 6.39E+06 0.0000 0 
CMD Exp:CMD Imp:COOP 1 1.000 0.1774 0 0.01219 0.0261 0 0.030 0.0957 0 0.00085 0.1148 0 3.93E+05 0.2857 0 
CMD Exp:TDP Exp:COOP 3 11.000 0.0000 0 0.00202 0.4813 0 0.017 0.1851 0 0.00036 0.3660 0 1.83E+07 0.0000 0 
CMD Imp:TDP Exp:COOP 3 0.000 0.9889 0 0.00173 0.5508 0 0.007 0.5831 0 0.00008 0.8654 0 3.25E+06 0.0000 0 
CMD Exp:TDP Imp:COOP 3 1.000 0.3327 0 0.00135 0.6498 0 0.017 0.2436 0 0.00007 0.8971 0 2.54E+06 0.0001 0 
CMD Imp:TDP Imp:COOP 3 2.333 0.0279 0 0.00185 0.5204 0 0.043 0.0073 0 0.00041 0.3075 0 1.11E+08 0.0000 0 
TDP Exp:TDP Imp:COOP 9 0.444 0.7967 0 0.00163 0.7440 0 0.031 0.0025 0 0.00026 0.6487 0 2.11E+08 0.0000 0 
CMD Exp:CMD Imp:TDP Exp:TDP Imp 9 0.778 0.4311 0 0.00100 0.9316 0 0.016 0.1934 0 0.00009 0.9813 0 1.13E+05 0.9664 0 
CMD Exp:CMD Imp:TDP Exp:COOP 3 0.333 0.8786 0 0.00191 0.5077 0 0.013 0.3233 0 0.00022 0.5903 0 2.66E+05 0.5090 0 
CMD Exp:CMD Imp:TDP Imp:COOP 3 1.667 0.0768 0 0.00087 0.7855 0 0.003 0.7999 0 0.00024 0.5539 0 6.90E+05 0.1120 0 
CMD Exp:TDP Exp:TDP Imp:COOP 9 0.111 0.9933 0 0.00133 0.8437 0 0.007 0.7970 0 0.00042 0.2718 0 9.86E+05 0.0024 0 
CMD Imp:TDP Exp:TDP Imp:COOP 9 1.667 0.0287 0 0.00259 0.3933 0 0.016 0.1677 0 0.00021 0.7969 0 1.09E+06 0.0009 0 
CMD Exp:CMD Imp:TDP Exp:TDP Imp: 

COOP 
9 1.889 0.0101 0 0.00209 0.5689 0 0.012 0.3547 0 0.00024 0.7031 0 2.26E+05 0.7505 0 

Residuals 1152 0.790   0.00246   0.011   0.00034   3.45E+05    

Appendix C. Additional results 

C.1 Experimental Pareto Frontiers per scenario  

Table C1 
Pareto Frontier experiments per scenario (and their policies) in terms of CT_INT Exports, CT_EXT Exports and KMS in the simplified model.  

Scenario Policies CT_INT Exports CT_EXT Exports KMS 

A CD 1-1, FT 1-1 1.12 1.21 24182 
CD FFW, DD 1-1 1.17 1.19 24609 
CD GH, DD M-N 1.22 1.14 25683 
CD GH, FT 1-1 1.07 1.15 24932 
CD M-N, DD 1-1 1.38 1.18 24745 
CD M-N, FT 1-1 1.24 1.15 24975 
CD NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 1.37 1.22 11497 
CD NS|1-1, DD NS|FFW 1.42 1.24 11493 
CD NS|1-1, FT NS|FFW 1.31 1.19 11735 
CD NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 1.50 1.26 11444 
CD NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 1.46 1.21 11716 
CD NS|FFW, FT NS|FFW 1.35 1.19 11925 
DD M-N, FT 1-1 4.44 1.15 5791 
DD NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 9.72 1.41 2196 
DD NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 6.15 1.29 2867 
ESW FFW, FT 1-1 5.19 1.26 4236 
ESW GH, FT 1-1 4.97 1.17 4260 
ESW M-N, FT 1-1 4.96 1.16 4841 
ESW NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 5.79 1.30 2687 
ESW NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 5.19 1.28 3014 
FT GH, FT 1-1 5.47 1.18 4099 
FT M-N, FT 1-1 4.96 1.16 4841 
FT NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 10.88 1.41 1944 
FT NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 6.86 1.31 2555 

B CD 1-1, DD 1-1 0.76 0.99 52007 

(continued on next page) 
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Table C1 (continued ) 

Scenario Policies CT_INT Exports CT_EXT Exports KMS 

CD 1-1, ESW 1-1 0.74 0.99 52272 
CD 1-1, FT 1-1 0.78 1.01 51357 
CD GH, CD FFW 1.06 0.94 74298 
CD GH, CD GH 0.99 0.95 78506 
CD GH, DD 1-1 0.76 0.95 53169 
CD GH, ESW 1-1 0.75 0.96 53326 
CD GH, FT 1-1 0.81 0.99 52108 
CD NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 0.85 1.00 20815 
CD NS|1-1, DD NS|FFW 0.85 1.00 21334 
CD NS|1-1, ESW NS|1-1 0.84 1.02 21106 
CD NS|1-1, ESW NS|FFW 0.84 1.02 21321 
CD NS|1-1, FT NS|FFW 0.84 1.02 21321 
CD NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 1.04 1.06 20590 
CD NS|FFW, ESW NS|1-1 0.83 0.97 21617 
DD GH, DD FFW 3.44 0.98 12393 
DD GH, ESW 1-1 3.45 1.00 10471 
DD GH, FT 1-1 3.50 1.02 9687 
DD M-N, DD FFW 3.25 0.96 14387 
DD M-N, ESW 1-1 3.26 0.96 12441 
DD M-N, FT 1-1 3.40 1.00 11659 
DD NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 6.02 1.38 3642 
DD NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 4.11 1.13 6136 
DD NS|FFW, ESW NS|1-1 4.13 1.14 5123 
DD NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 4.20 1.19 4790 
ESW GH, ESW 1-1 3.74 0.99 9070 
ESW GH, FT 1-1 3.78 1.01 8233 
ESW M-N, DD GH 3.61 0.95 13587 
ESW M-N, ESW 1-1 3.57 0.95 10557 
ESW M-N, FT 1-1 3.71 0.99 9715 
ESW NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 4.92 1.24 4096 
ESW NS|1-1, ESW NS|1-1 4.91 1.25 4130 
ESW NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 4.95 1.28 3667 
ESW NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 4.57 1.14 4681 
ESW NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 4.52 1.14 5666 
ESW NS|FFW, ESW NS|1-1 4.54 1.15 4671 
ESW NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 4.60 1.20 4326 
FT GH, ESW 1-1 3.74 0.99 9070 
FT GH, FT 1-1 3.78 1.01 8233 
FT M-N, DD GH 3.61 0.95 13587 
FT M-N, ESW 1-1 3.57 0.95 10557 
FT M-N, FT 1-1 3.71 0.99 9715 
FT NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 6.66 1.32 3648 
FT NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 6.69 1.39 3244 
FT NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 4.57 1.14 4681 
FT NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 4.52 1.14 5666 
FT NS|FFW, ESW NS|1-1 4.54 1.15 4671 
FT NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 4.60 1.20 4326 

C CD 1-1, FT 1-1 3.96 2.55 15907 
CD 1-1, FT FFW 4.40 2.60 14528 
CD GH, CD FFW 6.39 2.18 12431 
CD GH, ESW 1-1 4.77 2.23 14978 
CD GH, ESW FFW 4.88 1.99 14355 
CD GH, FT 1-1 4.31 2.16 16206 
CD M-N, ESW FFW 10.98 2.14 10381 
CD M-N, ESW GH 10.58 2.14 10785 
CD M-N, FT FFW 9.33 2.02 11592 
CD NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 4.72 2.65 6583 
CD NS|1-1, DD NS|FFW 6.09 2.59 5760 
CD NS|1-1, ESW NS|1-1 4.52 2.56 6728 
CD NS|1-1, ESW NS|FFW 5.22 2.51 6222 
CD NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 4.51 2.67 6488 
CD NS|1-1, FT NS|FFW 4.85 2.50 6388 
CD NS|FFW, CD NS|FFW 6.35 2.34 6269 
CD NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 4.48 2.25 6809 
CD NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 5.96 2.56 5804 
CD NS|FFW, ESW NS|1-1 5.21 2.51 6386 
CD NS|FFW, ESW NS|FFW 5.77 2.53 5879 
DD GH, ESW M-N 35.98 2.13 6490 
DD GH, FT 1-1 6.82 2.27 5671 
DD GH, FT M-N 35.98 2.13 6490 
DD M-N, DD FFW 36.21 2.07 6621 
DD M-N, DD M-N 71.91 1.95 7112 
DD M-N, ESW FFW 32.60 2.13 6543 
DD M-N, ESW M-N 103.22 1.78 6608 
DD M-N, FT GH 15.81 2.12 7036 
DD M-N, FT M-N 103.22 1.78 6608 
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Table C1 (continued ) 

Scenario Policies CT_INT Exports CT_EXT Exports KMS 

DD NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 9.88 2.73 2455 
DD NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 9.86 2.83 2274 
DD NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 7.54 2.46 3039 
ESW 1-1, FT 1-1 6.86 2.66 4566 
ESW GH, FT 1-1 6.99 2.25 4911 
ESW GH, FT FFW 7.05 2.16 5653 
ESW M-N, CD M-N 55.58 2.14 6419 
ESW M-N, ESW M-N 59.52 2.08 5826 
ESW M-N, FT 1-1 9.78 2.18 5338 
ESW M-N, FT GH 11.56 2.14 6290 
ESW M-N, FT M-N 59.52 2.08 5826 
ESW NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 6.88 2.57 2785 
ESW NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 7.05 2.76 2565 
ESW NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 7.19 2.51 2975 
ESW NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 6.97 2.52 2837 
FT GH, FT 1-1 7.12 2.25 4908 
FT M-N, CD M-N 55.58 2.14 6419 
FT M-N, ESW M-N 59.52 2.08 5826 
FT M-N, FT 1-1 9.78 2.18 5338 
FT M-N, FT GH 11.56 2.14 6290 
FT M-N, FT M-N 59.52 2.08 5826 
FT NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 10.94 2.89 2248 
FT NS|1-1, DD NS|FFW 10.82 2.53 2819 
FT NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 10.89 2.90 2050 
FT NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 8.35 2.60 2733 
FT NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 8.39 2.76 2556 

D CD 1-1, DD 1-1 2.28 1.93 41516 
CD 1-1, DD GH 2.20 1.77 41892 
CD 1-1, ESW FFW 2.34 1.94 40886 
CD 1-1, FT 1-1 1.92 1.72 43498 
CD 1-1, FT FFW 2.34 1.94 40886 
CD FFW, DD 1-1 2.57 1.78 40599 
CD GH, DD 1-1 2.52 1.61 43061 
CD GH, DD FFW 2.71 1.57 40127 
CD GH, DD M-N 3.55 1.53 33853 
CD GH, ESW 1-1 2.22 1.53 44767 
CD GH, ESW FFW 2.70 1.67 42694 
CD GH, FT 1-1 2.29 1.58 44289 
CD GH, FT FFW 2.70 1.67 42694 
CD M-N, ESW 1-1 4.39 1.72 33610 
CD NS|1-1, DD NS|FFW 2.38 1.84 13963 
CD NS|1-1, ESW NS|1-1 2.35 1.92 14278 
CD NS|FFW, CD NS|1-1 3.88 2.06 12550 
CD NS|FFW, CD NS|FFW 4.32 2.10 11935 
CD NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 2.99 1.88 13502 
CD NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 3.47 1.98 12588 
CD NS|FFW, ESW NS|1-1 2.70 1.80 14094 
CD NS|FFW, ESW NS|FFW 3.06 1.92 13451 
CD NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 2.91 1.89 13924 
CD NS|FFW, FT NS|FFW 3.06 1.92 13451 
DD GH, DD 1-1 4.48 1.64 12645 
DD GH, DD FFW 4.50 1.63 14671 
DD GH, DD GH 4.46 1.63 15992 
DD NS|FFW, ESW NS|FFW 5.25 2.08 5439 
DD NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 5.21 2.14 4750 
DD NS|FFW, FT NS|FFW 5.25 2.08 5439 
ESW GH, CD FFW 4.61 1.48 39255 
ESW GH, DD 1-1 4.73 1.62 10971 
ESW GH, DD GH 4.70 1.62 14455 
ESW GH, DD M-N 4.98 1.58 15754 
ESW GH, ESW 1-1 4.87 1.69 10504 
ESW GH, ESW FFW 4.70 1.64 11659 
ESW GH, FT 1-1 5.02 1.78 9875 
ESW GH, FT FFW 4.70 1.64 11659 
ESW M-N, ESW FFW 5.84 1.59 13041 
ESW M-N, FT FFW 5.84 1.59 13041 
ESW NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 5.70 2.23 4013 
ESW NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 5.71 2.26 3647 
ESW NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 5.58 2.11 4613 
ESW NS|FFW, ESW NS|FFW 5.58 2.11 4998 
ESW NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 5.62 2.17 4264 
ESW NS|FFW, FT NS|FFW 5.58 2.11 4998 
FT GH, CD FFW 4.61 1.48 39255 
FT GH, DD 1-1 4.73 1.62 10971 
FT GH, DD GH 4.70 1.62 14455 
FT GH, DD M-N 4.98 1.58 15754 
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Table C1 (continued ) 

Scenario Policies CT_INT Exports CT_EXT Exports KMS 

FT GH, ESW 1-1 4.87 1.69 10504 
FT GH, ESW FFW 4.70 1.64 11659 
FT GH, FT 1-1 5.02 1.78 9875 
FT GH, FT FFW 4.70 1.64 11659 
FT M-N, ESW FFW 5.84 1.59 13041 
FT M-N, FT FFW 5.84 1.59 13041 
FT NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 6.87 2.36 3383 
FT NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 5.58 2.11 4613 
FT NS|FFW, ESW NS|FFW 5.58 2.11 4998 
FT NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 5.62 2.17 4264 
FT NS|FFW, FT NS|FFW 5.58 2.11 4998 

E CD 1-1, DD FFW 1.47 1.18 63569 
CD 1-1, ESW FFW 1.51 1.24 62690 
CD 1-1, FT 1-1 1.23 1.21 63509 
CD 1-1, FT FFW 1.45 1.22 62717 
CD FFW, DD 1-1 1.55 1.22 61287 
CD FFW, FT 1-1 1.58 1.23 60809 
CD GH, DD 1-1 1.15 1.16 65781 
CD GH, DD FFW 1.40 1.14 64700 
CD GH, ESW FFW 1.41 1.17 64488 
CD GH, ESW M-N 2.14 1.12 57683 
CD GH, FT 1-1 1.19 1.18 64556 
CD GH, FT FFW 1.32 1.14 64702 
CD GH, FT M-N 2.14 1.12 57683 
CD M-N, CD FFW 4.14 1.16 56686 
CD M-N, DD 1-1 1.77 1.18 64113 
CD M-N, DD FFW 2.98 1.16 57616 
CD NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 1.60 1.18 21125 
CD NS|1-1, DD NS|FFW 2.18 1.23 19292 
CD NS|1-1, ESW NS|1-1 1.76 1.23 20982 
CD NS|1-1, ESW NS|FFW 1.98 1.22 19747 
CD NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 1.68 1.24 20654 
CD NS|1-1, FT NS|FFW 1.98 1.24 19707 
CD NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 1.86 1.20 20116 
CD NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 2.39 1.20 18479 
CD NS|FFW, ESW NS|FFW 2.25 1.21 18498 
CD NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 1.82 1.20 19927 
CD NS|FFW, FT NS|FFW 2.24 1.22 18617 
DD NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 14.63 1.43 4986 
DD NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 14.72 1.46 4464 
DD NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 5.88 1.23 7880 
DD NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 5.86 1.23 9723 
ESW GH, DD 1-1 5.31 1.13 15698 
ESW GH, DD FFW 5.23 1.11 22117 
ESW GH, ESW 1-1 5.27 1.13 19314 
ESW GH, ESW FFW 5.27 1.12 20554 
ESW GH, FT 1-1 5.32 1.14 14522 
ESW NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 6.77 1.30 6672 
ESW NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 6.79 1.35 6162 
ESW NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 5.97 1.26 7401 
ESW NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 5.98 1.29 6981 
FT GH, DD 1-1 5.84 1.13 15145 
FT GH, ESW FFW 5.76 1.12 20000 
FT GH, FT 1-1 5.84 1.14 13961 
FT NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 16.64 1.50 3959 
FT NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 6.45 1.25 7200 
FT NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 6.50 1.29 6793 

F CD 1-1, DD GH 0.72 1.00 157953 
CD 1-1, ESW 1-1 0.74 1.01 146014 
CD 1-1, FT 1-1 0.76 1.03 141255 
CD GH, CD GH 0.99 0.97 216547 
CD GH, CD M-N 1.26 0.96 200271 
CD GH, DD 1-1 0.78 1.01 144832 
CD GH, DD GH 0.70 0.97 160509 
CD GH, DD M-N 0.93 0.98 154208 
CD GH, ESW 1-1 0.72 0.98 148386 
CD GH, ESW M-N 0.98 0.98 147710 
CD GH, FT 1-1 0.76 1.01 143288 
CD GH, FT M-N 0.98 0.98 147710 
CD M-N, ESW M-N 1.74 0.98 141393 
CD M-N, FT M-N 1.74 0.98 141393 
CD NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 0.87 1.02 36611 
CD NS|1-1, DD NS|FFW 0.96 1.03 36535 
CD NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 0.83 1.00 36871 
CD NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 1.03 1.03 36121 
CD NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 1.09 1.01 36487 
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Table C1 (continued ) 

Scenario Policies CT_INT Exports CT_EXT Exports KMS 

CD NS|FFW, ESW NS|FFW 1.14 1.04 35841 
CD NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 0.95 1.00 36850 
CD NS|FFW, FT NS|FFW 1.14 1.04 35841 
DD GH, CD 1-1 3.60 0.92 156893 
DD GH, DD 1-1 3.77 0.94 34580 
DD GH, DD GH 3.61 0.92 49537 
DD GH, ESW 1-1 3.70 0.93 37056 
DD GH, ESW FFW 3.62 0.93 43233 
DD GH, FT 1-1 3.78 0.94 32123 
DD GH, FT FFW 3.62 0.93 43233 
DD NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 8.49 1.39 7544 
DD NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 8.54 1.37 6777 
DD NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 4.20 1.08 15270 
DD NS|FFW, ESW NS|1-1 4.24 1.10 12643 
DD NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 4.26 1.09 11394 
ESW GH, CD FFW 3.88 0.91 152738 
ESW GH, DD GH 3.89 0.90 45315 
ESW GH, ESW 1-1 3.98 0.91 32801 
ESW GH, ESW FFW 3.91 0.92 39028 
ESW GH, FT 1-1 4.05 0.93 28017 
ESW GH, FT FFW 3.91 0.92 39028 
ESW NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 5.48 1.23 8531 
ESW NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 5.48 1.21 7832 
ESW NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 4.55 1.08 14360 
ESW NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 4.58 1.09 10465 
FT GH, CD FFW 3.88 0.91 152738 
FT GH, DD GH 3.89 0.90 45315 
FT GH, ESW 1-1 3.98 0.91 32801 
FT GH, ESW FFW 3.91 0.92 39028 
FT GH, FT 1-1 4.05 0.93 28017 
FT GH, FT FFW 3.91 0.92 39028 
FT NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 9.57 1.40 6049 
FT NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 4.55 1.08 14360 
FT NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 4.58 1.09 10465 

G CD 1-1, DD 1-1 4.80 2.64 40776 
CD 1-1, DD GH 6.17 2.53 39944 
CD 1-1, ESW 1-1 4.75 2.45 41255 
CD 1-1, FT 1-1 4.06 2.44 43209 
CD GH, CD 1-1 6.48 2.17 37463 
CD GH, CD FFW 17.79 1.96 23643 
CD GH, DD 1-1 4.84 2.01 42396 
CD GH, DD FFW 8.68 1.92 26085 
CD GH, DD GH 7.09 2.04 36371 
CD GH, ESW 1-1 6.33 2.21 37522 
CD GH, ESW GH 6.86 2.04 37474 
CD GH, FT 1-1 5.07 2.11 40641 
CD GH, FT GH 6.37 2.08 38733 
CD M-N, DD 1-1 65.28 1.92 19663 
CD M-N, ESW 1-1 57.66 1.91 19765 
CD M-N, ESW FFW 126.34 1.71 21369 
CD M-N, FT FFW 124.02 1.68 21773 
CD NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 5.28 2.67 11087 
CD NS|1-1, ESW NS|1-1 5.80 2.71 10926 
CD NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 4.84 2.59 11490 
DD GH, DD 1-1 7.41 2.03 20348 
DD GH, DD FFW 33.48 1.96 22248 
DD GH, ESW FFW 24.27 1.97 21922 
DD GH, ESW M-N 188.96 1.53 22458 
DD GH, FT 1-1 7.49 2.08 19134 
DD GH, FT FFW 37.83 1.95 21692 
DD GH, FT M-N 188.96 1.53 22458 
DD M-N, CD GH 111.39 1.75 25813 
DD M-N, CD M-N 253.08 1.46 24749 
DD M-N, DD 1-1 78.92 1.90 20318 
DD M-N, DD FFW 136.44 1.67 23798 
DD M-N, ESW FFW 175.86 1.59 22254 
DD M-N, ESW M-N 250.75 1.50 23885 
DD M-N, FT 1-1 87.45 1.88 19918 
DD M-N, FT FFW 180.29 1.60 22011 
DD M-N, FT M-N 250.75 1.50 23885 
DD NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 14.06 2.97 4223 
DD NS|FFW, CD NS|FFW 73.85 2.07 7097 
DD NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 65.13 2.21 6749 
DD NS|FFW, ESW NS|FFW 73.00 2.13 6492 
DD NS|FFW, FT NS|FFW 85.05 2.17 6440 
ESW 1-1, CD M-N 213.08 1.52 19642 
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Table C1 (continued ) 

Scenario Policies CT_INT Exports CT_EXT Exports KMS 

ESW 1-1, DD M-N 160.43 1.69 20546 
ESW 1-1, ESW M-N 211.27 1.58 17712 
ESW 1-1, FT M-N 211.27 1.58 17712 
ESW FFW, DD 1-1 10.03 2.48 16377 
ESW FFW, FT 1-1 10.20 2.55 15114 
ESW GH, DD FFW 9.96 2.02 21993 
ESW GH, ESW M-N 110.74 1.76 21682 
ESW GH, FT 1-1 7.82 2.06 16697 
ESW GH, FT FFW 18.45 2.02 19919 
ESW GH, FT GH 8.43 2.03 23908 
ESW GH, FT M-N 110.74 1.76 21682 
ESW M-N, CD FFW 126.87 1.72 21195 
ESW M-N, CD GH 96.85 1.76 22394 
ESW M-N, DD FFW 97.39 1.76 21034 
ESW M-N, DD GH 107.73 1.87 20549 
ESW M-N, DD M-N 153.79 1.65 23733 
ESW M-N, ESW GH 98.36 1.82 20879 
ESW M-N, FT 1-1 67.28 1.92 16958 
ESW M-N, FT FFW 132.29 1.74 19988 
ESW M-N, FT GH 114.33 1.79 20644 
ESW NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 7.61 2.58 5458 
ESW NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 20.44 2.44 6505 
ESW NS|FFW, ESW NS|1-1 10.27 2.47 6585 
ESW NS|FFW, ESW NS|FFW 41.23 2.44 6060 
ESW NS|FFW, FT NS|FFW 34.93 2.37 6087 
FT GH, CD GH 8.07 1.99 40919 
FT GH, ESW GH 7.91 2.00 24081 
FT GH, FT 1-1 7.95 2.06 16681 
FT GH, FT FFW 11.62 2.02 20650 
FT GH, FT GH 7.87 1.99 24137 
FT M-N, CD FFW 126.87 1.72 21195 
FT M-N, CD GH 96.85 1.76 22394 
FT M-N, DD FFW 97.39 1.76 21034 
FT M-N, DD GH 107.73 1.87 20549 
FT M-N, DD M-N 153.79 1.65 23733 
FT M-N, ESW GH 98.36 1.82 20879 
FT M-N, FT 1-1 67.28 1.92 16958 
FT M-N, FT FFW 132.29 1.74 19988 
FT M-N, FT GH 114.33 1.79 20644 
FT NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 15.61 2.96 4152 
FT NS|1-1, ESW NS|1-1 15.57 2.94 5337 
FT NS|1-1, ESW NS|FFW 16.95 2.71 5315 
FT NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 15.66 3.05 3795 
FT NS|1-1, FT NS|FFW 17.23 2.79 5308 
FT NS|FFW, ESW NS|1-1 10.51 2.54 6563 
FT NS|FFW, ESW NS|FFW 36.09 2.50 6069 
FT NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 11.12 2.65 5453 
FT NS|FFW, FT NS|FFW 47.53 2.42 5919 

H CD 1-1, DD 1-1 2.61 1.93 91691 
CD GH, CD 1-1 3.75 1.53 92340 
CD GH, CD GH 3.73 1.46 105875 
CD GH, DD 1-1 3.20 1.58 97018 
CD GH, DD GH 3.20 1.48 104580 
CD GH, ESW 1-1 2.97 1.53 102561 
CD GH, ESW GH 2.99 1.51 109214 
CD GH, ESW M-N 43.67 1.38 51729 
CD GH, FT 1-1 2.83 1.53 103175 
CD GH, FT GH 2.99 1.51 109214 
CD GH, FT M-N 41.55 1.38 51962 
CD M-N, CD FFW 71.77 1.34 48496 
CD M-N, CD M-N 119.79 1.22 56207 
CD NS|1-1, CD NS|1-1 4.39 2.26 19389 
CD NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 3.08 2.09 19580 
CD NS|1-1, DD NS|FFW 6.03 2.30 14172 
CD NS|1-1, ESW NS|1-1 2.77 1.93 21058 
CD NS|1-1, ESW NS|FFW 5.95 2.35 14406 
CD NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 2.73 1.95 20898 
CD NS|1-1, FT NS|FFW 5.95 2.35 14406 
CD NS|FFW, CD NS|1-1 7.15 2.22 13874 
CD NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 6.59 2.15 14690 
CD NS|FFW, ESW NS|1-1 6.81 2.16 14306 
CD NS|FFW, ESW NS|FFW 17.60 2.10 11102 
CD NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 6.37 2.14 14956 
CD NS|FFW, FT NS|FFW 17.60 2.10 11102 
DD FFW, CD M-N 123.90 1.30 49201 
DD FFW, ESW M-N 124.22 1.32 46367 
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Table C1 (continued ) 

Scenario Policies CT_INT Exports CT_EXT Exports KMS 

DD FFW, FT M-N 124.22 1.32 46367 
DD GH, CD M-N 138.90 1.12 53785 
DD GH, DD 1-1 5.10 1.48 41358 
DD GH, DD GH 4.76 1.41 59157 
DD GH, DD M-N 53.88 1.35 56965 
DD GH, ESW GH 4.89 1.46 54349 
DD GH, ESW M-N 136.01 1.14 49730 
DD GH, FT 1-1 5.16 1.48 38614 
DD GH, FT GH 4.89 1.46 54349 
DD GH, FT M-N 136.01 1.14 49730 
DD M-N, CD FFW 122.59 1.20 51066 
DD M-N, CD M-N 182.56 1.08 58896 
DD M-N, DD FFW 87.63 1.33 52551 
DD M-N, ESW FFW 128.16 1.19 48806 
DD M-N, ESW M-N 183.66 1.11 57095 
DD M-N, FT FFW 129.37 1.20 48550 
DD M-N, FT M-N 183.66 1.11 57095 
DD NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 8.64 2.58 6475 
DD NS|FFW, CD NS|FFW 43.69 1.80 11485 
DD NS|FFW, DD NS|FFW 36.87 1.86 11378 
DD NS|FFW, ESW NS|FFW 45.81 1.85 10774 
DD NS|FFW, FT NS|FFW 45.81 1.85 10774 
ESW 1-1, CD M-N 119.13 1.41 44203 
ESW 1-1, ESW M-N 130.15 1.42 38042 
ESW 1-1, FT M-N 130.15 1.42 38042 
ESW GH, DD 1-1 5.35 1.45 36371 
ESW GH, DD GH 4.98 1.38 54305 
ESW GH, ESW GH 5.13 1.43 49450 
ESW GH, FT 1-1 5.40 1.45 33609 
ESW GH, FT GH 5.13 1.43 49450 
ESW M-N, CD M-N 118.74 1.23 55551 
ESW M-N, DD M-N 69.87 1.37 56052 
ESW M-N, ESW FFW 72.31 1.34 45421 
ESW M-N, ESW M-N 113.06 1.25 53639 
ESW M-N, FT FFW 72.31 1.34 45421 
ESW M-N, FT M-N 113.06 1.25 53639 
ESW NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 6.25 2.26 7780 
ESW NS|1-1, ESW NS|FFW 6.96 2.23 9699 
ESW NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 6.34 2.35 7099 
ESW NS|1-1, FT NS|FFW 6.96 2.23 9699 
ESW NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 7.93 2.18 9319 
ESW NS|FFW, ESW NS|FFW 21.02 2.15 9956 
ESW NS|FFW, FT NS|FFW 21.02 2.15 9956 
FT GH, DD 1-1 5.35 1.45 36371 
FT GH, DD GH 4.98 1.38 54305 
FT GH, ESW GH 5.13 1.43 49450 
FT GH, FT 1-1 5.40 1.45 33609 
FT GH, FT GH 5.13 1.43 49450 
FT M-N, CD M-N 118.74 1.23 55551 
FT M-N, DD M-N 69.87 1.37 56052 
FT M-N, ESW FFW 72.31 1.34 45421 
FT M-N, ESW M-N 115.54 1.25 53542 
FT M-N, FT FFW 72.31 1.34 45421 
FT M-N, FT M-N 113.06 1.25 53639 
FT NS|1-1, DD NS|1-1 9.46 2.56 6533 
FT NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 9.51 2.60 5881 
FT NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 7.93 2.18 9319 
FT NS|FFW, ESW NS|FFW 21.02 2.15 9956 
FT NS|FFW, FT NS|FFW 21.02 2.15 9956   

Table C2 
Pareto Frontier experiments for the Amsterdam Airport model (and their policies) in terms of CT_INT Exports, CT_EXT 
Exports and KMS  

Policies CT_INT Exports CT_EXT Imports KMS 

CD 1-1, FT 1-1 1.68 1.24 59934 
CD FFW, FT 1-1 0.87 1.24 60723 
CD FFW, FT GH 1.40 1.23 63867 
CD GH, DD 1-1 1.14 1.23 63936 
CD GH, DD M-N 2.57 1.22 79564 
CD M-N, DD 1-1 0.80 1.23 64475 
CD M-N, FT 1-1 0.76 1.24 62153 

(continued on next page) 
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Table C2 (continued ) 

Policies CT_INT Exports CT_EXT Imports KMS 

CD M-N, FT GH 0.96 1.22 65579 
CD NS|FFW, DD NS|1-1 1.75 1.23 51044 
CD NS|FFW, ESW NS|1-1 1.72 1.24 52249 
CD NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 1.63 1.24 47879 
DD 1-1, CD 1-1 31.42 1.21 94724 
DD GH, FT 1-1 8.89 1.24 26982 
DD M-N, DD 1-1 2.72 1.23 34554 
DD M-N, ESW 1-1 2.72 1.26 36406 
DD M-N, FT 1-1 2.79 1.27 30469 
DD NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 32.99 1.28 22355 
ESW FFW, FT 1-1 8.21 1.25 25754 
ESW GH, FT 1-1 7.48 1.22 27088 
ESW M-N, CD 1-1 3.53 1.21 92140 
ESW M-N, ESW 1-1 3.53 1.26 33584 
ESW M-N, FT 1-1 3.54 1.23 27543 
ESW M-N, FT GH 3.54 1.22 35115 
ESW NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 8.25 1.25 24367 
FT 1-1, FT 1-1 39.91 1.24 22638 
FT FFW, FT 1-1 10.99 1.21 24784 
FT M-N, CD 1-1 3.53 1.21 92140 
FT M-N, ESW 1-1 3.53 1.26 33584 
FT M-N, FT 1-1 3.54 1.23 27543 
FT M-N, FT GH 3.54 1.22 35115 
FT NS|1-1, FT NS|1-1 38.71 1.27 21459 
FT NS|FFW, FT NS|1-1 11.11 1.24 23541  

C.2 Average results for the Amsterdam Airport model  

Table C3 
Average performance for the main responses and average dock capacity utilization in the Amsterdam Airport model  

Responses Values GH Docks % capacity utilization 

CT_INT Exports 9.91 GH1 Exports 47% 
CT_INT Imports 3.17 GH2 Exports 20% 
CT_EXT Exports 1.25 GH5 Exports 22% 
CT_EXT Imports 1.22 GH1 Imports 49% 
KMS 58102 GH2 Imports 17% 
Truck Utilization 62.9% GH5 Imports 8%   

GH3 Exports + Imports 16%   
GH4 Exports + Imports 13%  

There is a significant gap between CT_INT Exports and CT_INT Imports in the case study as the cycle time for internal imports is much lower. Since 
in this scenario the capacity of the docks and truck availability (Truck Utilization is 63%) are not restricting the flow, the difference in cycle times 
between internal exports and imports is caused by the time it takes to consolidate shipments into a truck dispatch, as internal exports have much lower 
arrival rate and average weight than internal imports (see Table A6 in Appendix A). 
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